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Indians slam Bawlf plan
. ' « <■ s ,t {\
By JOHN GREEN 
Indian opposition to Sam 
Bawlf’s proposed resort 
development on Tod Inlet is 
based on something much 
broader than traditional use of 
land in that particular location.
, Tsartlip band councillor Philip 
Paul, speaking at the open 
meeting of Central Saanich 
council where developers 
presented their plans Oct. 8,asked 
for a copy of the proposal and an 
opportunity to respond in detail.
In a later interview, however, 
he stressed that the Tod Inlet 
proposal had actually brought 
forward a major issue that the 
Saanich Indians had intended to 
raise in the near future when they 
had their case fully prepared.
Heart of the matter is a 
document obtained in 1852 by
Sidney
court open
James Douglas as agent for the 
Hudson’s Bay Company 
recording the purchase of land 
“between Mount Douglas and 
Cowichan Head’’ from the 
Indians with the condition that, 
“It is also understood that we are 
at liberty to hunt over the 
unoccupied lands and to carry on 
our fisheries as formerly.”
Paul points out that because of 
that wording Indians’ rights are 
diminished each time unoccupied 
land becomes occupied. As a 
result, he says, they have reason 
to oppose any development 
making use of unoccupied land.
Paul was one of three Indians 
who spoke at the meeting. 
Strongest statement was made by 
a man identifying himself as a 
field man for the United Native 
Nations, who said the Victoria 
and provincial branches of that 
group would call for a 
moratorium on the development 






Sasha Belkovski happily helps prepare lunch for oldtimers at unique centre on peninsula.
See story page 11. Peggie Kowand Photo
Official opening of the new 
Sidney courthouse has been set 
tentatively for 2:30 p.m. Nov. 5. 
In the meantime it’s open for 
business.
New administrator Charlotte 
Adams — who was sharing the 
place with a telephone installer 
Thursday afternoon — said she 
had two customers on her first 
day, one to pay a fine and 
another to arrange to appear in 
court at Sidney to change his plea 
to “guilty.”
Those are two functions that 
caiV'be carried out at the court at 
'present: : Others are makin 
family court applications and 
starting small claims actions.
First court sitting is set for next 
Tuesday, and it will not be 
possible for people with court 
dates set in Victoria to transfer 
them to Sidney, except when they 
want to change a plea from “not 
guilty” to “guilty.”
As a justice of the peace 
Adams can issue warrants, swear 
informations and sign sum-
on French immersion
By PEGGIE ROWAND
If Rubymay Parrott’s children 
came home from school and said 
they were bored she’d “go to the 
school and light a fire underneath 
thcteacher.”
That was the reply the Saanich 
school board trustee gave Phyllis 
Cullis, a member of the BEFE 
{Better Education For Everyone) 
group, who told an Oct. 7 
meeting her children complained 
of being bored at school.
Cullis replied she did talk to 
the teacher but “I got the PR 
job.” The parent claimed she 
also got the impression “teachers 
were frightened of trustees.”
The exchange was part and 
parcel of a meeting called by 
BEFE, a group which opposes 
French immer.sion classes in the
school district and is trying to . 
gain support for a referendum on 
the issue by canvassing door-to- 
door with petitions.
The group claims French 
immersion is elitist, that more 
money should be spent improving 
the English program in the 
schools and want second 
language instruction to start 
earlier than grade 5.
The difference between French 
immer.sion and second language 
instruction (French) is that in the 
immersion program all subjects 
arc taught in French.
BEFE spokesman Marilyn 
Lovclc.ss says a referendum held 
at the lime of November elections 
would cost $1,000 and would 
avoid people running for school 
trustee having to claim they were
pro or anti-French immersion 
candidates.
She told the meeting of .some 
60-odd supporters, five school 
trustees, and a sprinkling of pro- 
immersion parents, that “it was a 
disruptive thing to fight an 
election on such a volatile issue.”
School board chairman Gerry 
Christianson’s answer to 
previous calls by BEFE for a 
referendum has been that there is 
no provision for it under the
Charlotte Adams 
. . .court administrator
opposed to French immersion 
should run their own candidates 
for election.
Former .school trustee Walter 
Tangye —■ a possible candidate in 
November trustee elections and a 
member of BEFE — said he was 
CoiilIntUMl on Fttgc 2
manses, but she is not 
authorized, as a few JPs arc, to 
sit as a judge in small debts and 
family courts.
Other staff members will come 
out from Vicioria when the court 
Is in session, but Adams is still 
the only full-time stuff member in 
Sidney. She describes her new 
work place as “beautiful, really 
nice premi.scs and really well set 
up.”
Paul said later that the Saanich 
Indians had nothing to do with 
the statement and did not agree 
with some of the things that were 
said.
The other spokesman was 
Dave Elliott, a Tsartlip elder and 
a specialist in the Saanich 
language. He told the meeting the 
real: name of Tod Inlet was 
SNIT0E)^, meaning “place of 
many blue grouse,” and that all 
of the Saanich peninsula 
“belongs to our people and 
always will. You know it, we 
know it, God knows it. It has 
} n(^er changed.” ;
“The land' you are talking 
about was sacred to my 
people. . .” he said.“This is 
where the spirit dancers went to 
complete their initiation. . . Novv 
iris polluted, rotten, stinking.”
“You people,” he said, “have 
a way of not only finishing 
everything, taking it all. . . what 
you don’t use you foul up and 
stink up.”
He asked how many more 
people could live on the 
peninsula, a narrow neck of land 
“already saturated with ef­
fluent.”
Bawlf replied that population 
was growing everywhere and 
“can’t be solved by saying ‘this is 
my bailiwick, you go somewhere 
else.’ We’re all here already.”
“Lots of people have fouled 
their nc.sts,” he commented. 
“We are trying sincerely to build 
.something better.”
He said the water of the inlet 
belonged to the Crown and
' nothing could be done with it 
without Crown permission. As 
for the land, the titles .showed no 
Indian entitlement, so if such an 
entitlement existed the Indians’ 
quarrel was with the Crown for 
ignoring it.
Paul told the meeting the
Indians would respond to the 
proposal on two levels, there
would be a detailed presentation 
concerning their use of Tod Inlet 
for meditation and spiritual 
ceremonies and their right to 
access to hunting in the 
surrounding area, and they
would also make a presentation 
regarding the legal position.
A North Saanich woman was 
killed instantly Friday afternoon 
in a freak accident caused by a 
storm that covered the road with 
hail.
Police said Mrs. Theresa 
Sibbald, 42, of 9860 West 
Saanich Road, was hit by a stop 
sign broken off and driven 
through the window of her car by 
another vehicle.
They said she had made a right 
turn off West Saanich at Frizell 
road and then come to a stop. As 
Sibbald slowed for the turn 
Muriel Mann, 9751 Ardmore, 
driving behind her, braked, 
skidded on the hail and slid 
across to the far side of West 
Saanich Road.
Alfred Thornber, 710 Downey 
Road, who was driving north on 
West Saanich Road, swung to the 
left side of the road to avoid the 
approaching Mann vehicle, and 
skidded into the stop sign/ 
breaking it off and driving it into 
the Sibbald vehicle. /
The accident occurred at 2:25 
p.m.
Funeral service will be held at 3 
p.m. today at Holy Trinity 
Chapel, Mills Road and West 
Saanich Rd., with cremation to 
'follow.
Mrs. Sibbald is survived by her 
husband, Edwardy two sons, 
Andrew: and Rhilip,,at h6ihe; two 
si sters, Mrs. Eileen Hill, in Letlv^ ‘ 
bridge, and Mrs/Mabel Gornany^ 






Bob Wright’s Tsaykum 
subdivision is still going ahead, 
but the timetable had been set 
back.
Before the 60 day deadline for 
approval or rejection of a plan 
with 35 half acre lots, he with­
drew the application and sub­
mitted another with only 20 lots. 
Deadline for action on the new 
application is Dec 5, but Wright 
.said Thursday that he expected 
approval in two or three weeks. *
He said there has been no 
change in long-term objectives. 
Lots on which percolation tests 
were not satisfactory to regional 
health officials have been 
combined with other lots with 
adequate percolation to make 
larger lots.
They can cither be .sold that 
way or divided in half later if 
health department standards can 
be met. If large lots are sold the 
new owners may be able to 
subdivide them later on.
There were also numerous 
specific points in the engineering' 





By JOHN GREEN 
Sam Bawlf put on quite a show 
Thursday night in support of a 
somewhat scaled-down resort 
development proposal for Tod 
Inlet, but the Indians, at least, 
were not impressed.
About 100 [teoplc attended the 
open council meeting at Central 
Saanich municipal hall at which 
Tod lulcl Estates Ltd. made llicii 
presentation, Large detailed .scale 
models of the proposed
“dc.stination resort” develop­
ment were on display as well as 
drawings and site plan,
.Saying that “the spirit, the 
scn.se of price” was the important 
thing, Bawlf introduced a show 
of coloured slides, using three 
synchronized projectors and a 
musical accompaniment, with 
pictures of birds and boat.s, 
re.sons and scenery Iroiri many 
parts of the world, as well as 
views of Tod Inlet and artistic
conceptions of what the company 
plans to build there.
Ihe present proposal involves 
a 150-bcdrooin hotel with a 
specialized conference centre 
attached for meetings of up to 
200 people, plus 300 tw(t- 
bedroom “vacation apartments” 
spread out along the lower part 
of the hill to the cast of the hotel, 
i iietc would also be 40,0(X» 
square feet of commercial space, 
for restaurants, beverage outlets,
and specially retail stores, plus 
35,000 square feet of enclosed 
recreational facilities.
Outdoors there would be an 
IH hole golf course, hiking attd 
riding trails, plus sailing, diving, 
fishing and boating on the ocean.
A marina would accommodate 
up to 1.50 boats, but would 
provide permanent spaces only 
tor the boats already mooring in 
the inlet. Most of the moorage 
would be for visitors’ boats and
charter operations.
Bawlf estimated the resort 
woitld provide about 360 per- 
innnent jobs on site, and double 
that number overall, would 
increase the municipality's tax 
base by 40 p(?r cent and its general 
revenue by 11 per cent, Con­
struction cost would be about $50 
million.
I he only development In B.C. 
to compare with it would be
Lnnltniied nn l*Ag«! 3
Sum
. . .plan doesn't please 
Indians




With the approach 
of Hallowe’en, and 
the Christmas season 
close on its heels, 
UNICEF volunteers 
are again directing




For more than 30 
years the United
Nations Children’s 
Fund has come to the 
assistance of millions 
of children affected 
by war and natural 
disasters. UNICEF
has become a legend 
and its greeting cards, 
expecially at 
Christmas, have 
become a tradition in 
many parts of the
EmK umi
FOR CHRISTINAS PORTRAITS 
“The Gift of Love”
P.S. PAUL SAYS XMAS 
PORTRAITS REQUIRE 4 
WEEKS DELIVERY TIME
i§% OiSGOUNTFOR 
OOIOBER “EARLY BIRD’’ 
SiniNGS.
ITJ. TUDDENHA!Vl,B.Sc.,D.V.lVl,
wishes to announce the opening of
ARBUTUS EQUINE 
VETERINARY SERVICES
a mobile practice (Sooke to Sidney, B.C.) 
limited to horses
Phone 652>-33S4 (24 hrs.)
PHONE NOW FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT
of Pofftpatte’
2420 BEACON AVE. 656-4245
AiARYLLtS BOliS
5 colours





Come browse through our Special 
Bin, where you’ll find savings of 
up to 50% off Regular Prices.







ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 




11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
PLUS Choice of Soup or Salad, 
Goffee of Tea & DesSe rt.
We are located at / : 
7&20W. Saanich Road 
(in the Village Square Plaza) 
• Breritwood Bay 852.434Mr652-9622
These five enthusiastic 
members of the SMU Junior 
School Saturday Morning 
Maths Club, ranked first^J 
among all Grade 7 maths 
teams in the recent Greater 
Victoria Gauss Maths Con­
test. run by the University 
of Waterloo. From the top 
right: Brad Farrell, Fraser Leversedge, Chris 
Dunlop, Kelly Greenwell and Jean-Guy 
Bourgeois.
Their teacher and Club President, Mr. B. W. 
Alford, comments: “There were no stars on 
the team. The SMU boys reached the top by 
learning that maths — like hard work-can 
be both enjoyable and exciting."
For more information, contact:
St. Michaels University School 
3400 Richmond Road 
VICTORIA, B.C. V8P 4P5
Phone:592-2411
JfiConfidentially, they also ranked fourth 
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TuMday thru Saturday 
T1i30 a.m. • 7:30 p.m.




Spvciallting In Chinvte 
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Oollvory wllh minimum ord«r,
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C Ibr Lunch 
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(Cloond hi Lunch Tuuiiday) 
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Dinnuf find
The Now Sunday Uiuiic.h . |
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Sea Breeze Cafe
9776 • 4th St, , Sldnoy




Open Daily 7 30 AM '7(30 PM 
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tion is especially 
attractive with con­





The Supreme Court 
told Pierre Trudeau 
by a 7-2 margin what 
he could get away 
with, Hon. Jake Epp 
told Esquimalt- 
Saanich Progressive 
Conservatives at a 
meeting at Claremont 
school Thursday 
night, and then the 
court told Trudeau by 
a 6-3 margin what he 
should do — what was 
right.
Epp, v/ho is party 
spokesman on the 
constituion, said any 
constitutional change 
should be determined 
in Canada before 
being taken to Great 
Britain.
There is universal 
agreement that the 
constitution should be 
patriated, but it 
should only be done 
after an amending 
formula has been 
agreed on which treats 
all provinces as 
equals.
The “charter of 
rights” should also be 
debated in Canada 
only, not in the British 
Parliament, and it was 
essential that it in­
clude the right to own 
property, which is not 
in the Trudeau version 
of the document, he 
said.
: About 100 membd^s-^ 
attended the meeting, ; 
which was called td'i 
elect delegates to the 
annual meeting of the 
Progressive Con- 
vervative Association 
of B.C. at Vancouver 
next month.
Sanctuary eyed
North Saanich council has 
referred to the- Environmental 
Advisory Commission a request 
for council’s support for a 
wildlife sanctuary in Canoe 
Cove.
The area proposed for the 
sanctuary includes the 1.5 
hectares previously applied for by 
Canoe Cove marina for a 
proposed expansion.
Council received a letter from 
George McKimm, solicitor for 
the Canoe Cove Bird Sanctuary 
Association, asking that the area 
not be leased to Canoe Cove 
Marina or any other organization 
until the association has had time 
to get a decision on its ap­
plication to have the area 
declared a wildlife reserve, and 
also asking for council’s support 
of its own proposal.
The letter stated that the 
ministry of land, parks and 
housing had refused to grant the 
association a lease for a bird 
sanctuary, and had suggested the 
association apply for a wildlife 
reserve from either the Canadian 
Wildlife Service or the provincial 
ministry of environment.
The proposed sanctuary would 
be an area of water between the 
southernmost row of floats in the 
present marina and Kolb Island. 
It does not include any shoreline.
Several expansion proposals 
for Canoe Cove marina have 
been turned down by the council, 
the most recent in the spring of 
this year, but an assessment 
carried out by the provincial 
ministry of environment has since 
suggested that it “may emerge as 
a preferred alternative” for 
marina expansion compared to 
Tsehum Harbour sites.
As a result John Simpson has 
said that the marina company 
will be making a new expansion 
proposal “at some point.”
Mrs. Betsy Kir.kendale, 
secretary-treasurer of the newly- 
organized society, told The 
Review members are concerned 
about the loss of natural areas 
and pollution of beaches, and 
that the application for the 
sanctuary had not been aimed at 
blocking the marina expansion, 
which had already been rejected 
by the council.
Freiieli immersion
Continued from Page 1 
not in favor of an “elite class of 
student” If “bright kids end up 
in French immersion they’ll be 
sadly missed •— teachers need 
those bright minds to challenge 
others students,” he said.
Tangye deplored some 
students’ progress in of English 
and said parents should be 
concerned. Parents “hadn’t 
served their children well” by 
putting them in the immersion 
program, he added.
Trustee John Betts repeatedly 
asked Loveless what question 
should be put to voters in a 
referendum but the parent was 
unable to answer.
, „W,hat,, is the point of a 
’ referendum if you don’t know 
^ the question, said Betts. He 
added Loveless was misleading 
people by not indicating the 
question for referendum.
Parrott told the meting it had 
been proven “historically and 
statistically” that the best way to 
teach children French was to
drop them into it “totally.” It’s 
the best and the fastest way, she 
said.
In the first year of French 
immersion in the school district 
the federal government paid 100 
per cent of start-up costs. It now 
pays 50 per cent of start-up 
classes but “it costs the same 
amount to educate children in 
■ English as French immersion—- 
those children are there anyvvay, 
Parrott explained.
There are currently 175 
children in the school district’s 
French immersion program. 
Victoria’s Dr. Geoff Mills — who 
recently evaluated the program 
— told The Review Friday his 
report was favorable. “I have no 
concerns about the program; 
only concern is this political 
situation, “Mills said“^! ' V
In Victoria French immersion 
is in its eighth year with 500 of its 
elementary school population of 
12,000 participating. In B.C. 
some 15 school districts have 
French immersion programs.














Open 7 a.iti.-Mhlntuht 
656-1176_
i hotel SidneyFool ol Bmcoii Ave.OCIAN VIEW
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• r'ltk Lip taKtOul
1 8470 neeiiOR Ave. 000-iaia
IQCiIPE
\yhert5 to tak«t your & friend# ,
AKDMOHIC GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Or. and 
West Snnnidi Rond, Sidney 
A cozy, 9-holcr, ideal for families, beautiful scenery, 
clubs anti cart rentals, picnic and barbecue facilities, 
























FAMILY PFIICESMan. 10 r rl. 0 «iii • o pm 8»luHl«y 10 am • to pm





In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.. Rock & Roll & Country 
Music.
Live entcrlnlnmcnt In the Pub, Wednesday and 
Thursday nigliLs,
THE MARINER.S’ MUSEUM A must lo see 
when In Sidney ■“ an Ouisiaiidlng Maritime and 
Nautical Collcciion -™ located next to the Clipper 
Inn, 25.14 Hcvan, Phone 6S6*Mi33.
Ilonrs; Dally 10 a.m. lo 4 p.m. Sundays 1 lo 4 p.m. 




- INTRODUCTORY COURSE ~
A work.shop will be held on Saturday, October 24, and Sunday, 
October 25, in Brentwood.
These workshops feature the “hands-on” use of personal com­
puters by the class throughout the weekend. The objective is to 
convey the potential of personal computers to assist us all in 
business.
Apple II Plus computers arc available in the ratio of one for each 
two students. Sub.stantial time is scheduled both for question
I3criods and for each person to operate one of the computers.
These workshops are pioneering new concepts in the introductory 
teaching of the competent use of .small computers for businc,ss 
purposes. Business systems arc demonstrated and discussed ns wcli 
as peripherals such as printers.
The fee Is $175 per student. Lunches are provided on both days 
The class size is limited to a maximum of 8 people to nerniit 
personal instruction and to allow each person sufricient time on 
the available computers.
Further information can be obtained by phoning 652-2647 We 
will send you an application form and a course schedule on 
request. Completed applications must be submitted no later than 
noon Thursday, October 22, so that course material can he 
















's like Whistler WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
Municipal Affairs 
Minister Bill Vander 
Zalm has approved 
Chevron Canada’s 
proposal to build the 
controversial Hatch 
Point oil tank farm at 
Hatch Point.
The minister had 
been holding back on 
his decision while the 
oil company provided 
him with more in­
formation and now 
says with the in­
i'or mation he’s 
received he could not 
“find grounds on the 




Chevron still needs 
approval of a final
■ bylaw from the
Cowichan Valley 
Regional District 
Board but has already 
received support from 
the CVRD.
It must also obtain 
a permit under the 
Federal Navigable 
Water Protection Act 
before it can build a 
dock to service the 
tank farm.
The company must 
also obtain a crown 
foreshore lease and 
pollution control 
permit. Before the 
permit is issued public 
appeals can be heard.
Chevron has agreed 
to post a $1 million 
bond to guarantee 
compliance with all 
written undertakings 
given and has also 
agreed to enter a 
restrictive covenant 
thatT will' limit 
development on its 52- 
acre property to 17 
acres.'
The Saanich Inlet 
Preservation Society 
— a group formed to 
oppose the oil tank 
farm locating at 
Hatch Point — says it 
will “gather its forces 
together.’’
It has a contingency 
plan and will decide 
on a course of action 
following a special 
meeting of the 
society’s committee.
A spokesman for 
the society says 80 per 
cent of voters in Area 
C, the electoral area in 
which Hatch Point is 
located, arc oppo.scd 
to the tank farm.
But Martin Lukatis, 
CVRD chairman, says 
he’s delighted with 
Vander Zalm’s 
decision.
The CVRD has 
already given three 
readings to the bylaw 
approving the tank 
farm.
Me says the board 
has “always said that 
if environmental 
studies had shown any 
danger to the en­
vironment we would 
oppose the proposal."
Vander Zalm says 
he's aware of citizen 
groups opposing tlie 
Chevron plan but he 
could find no way to 
stall the proposal.
Continued from Page 1 
Whistler, he said, but unlike 
Whistler it would require no 
government money.
He compare the proposed 750 
bedrooms with the 450 at the 
Empress Hotel, and noted that it 
was only one third the density the 
zoning permits.
Dealing with the concerns 
previously raised by council and 
the advisory planning com­
mission, he summarized con­
sultants’ reports as follows:
Sewage would be pumped to 
the Hagan Road pumping station 
in Brentwood, where the com­
pany would pay to install a third 
pump.
Water would come from the 
peninsula trunk line via a new 
main from the Dawson reservoir.
All buildings would have 
sprinkler systems.
There would be a “negligible” 
impact on the environment and 
storm water runoff would have 
“insignificant” impact on 
biological sy.stems in Tod Inlet.
Public paths would be opened 
along Tod Creek, around the 
inlet and in the surrounding hills.
Although Tod Creek did not 
belong to the company they 
would co-operate with any 
agency that would work to clean 
it up.
Increased traffic could be 
handled by the present road 
.system until at least 1990, 
although the consultants con­
sidered Benvenuto Road required 
widening or a reduced speed limit 
of 25 miles an hour.
Bawlf later told a questioner 
the resort was expected to draw 
only 50,000 people a year in 
private cars, while Butchart 
Gardens already bring 1,250,000 
people a year over the same 
roads, many of them in buses.
Answering questions from the 
audience, he said the commercial 
area was sized just to service the 
resort, so that it would not take 
business from the rest of the 
community, and it was not in­
tended to draw day visitors to the 
stores. Whether the golf course 
would be open to the public had 
not been decided.
To several questioners who 
challenged the basic idea of a 
resort development on the inlet 
Bawlf pointed out that their 
quarrel was not with his company 
but with the municipality, since 
what was being proposed was 
exactly what the community plan 
called for.
Council members received 
booklets containing the details of 
the plans and the consultants’ 
reports, for study.
Mayor Dave Hill assured a 
questioner the municiaplity 
would have studies done by its 
own consultants.
Bawlf suggested that although 
the resort’s operations would be 
seasonal to some extent, it would 
have to draw more off-season 
visitors than the present average 
for the Vicioria tourist industry.
Construction could start in the 
spring, he said, and would 




















PATRONS. WE ARE 
0PENDAILYUNTIL8'- 
; PM
OUR PREMISES ARE 
LOCATED AT ,7855 
E. SAANICH RD., IN 
THE SAANICHTON '
PLAZA. DROP IN, OR 





7855 E. Saanich Rd. 652-9119
H^^TAUkANT






■-*1 Daily at the 
downtown location 
■«<Friclay and Saturday at 




Ocl. 24 on Beacon
IMazn. Cmno■ and get
yonr ,jack- o-lantcrn
pumpkin, says a
S i d n c y 1., i 0 n s
spokesman. Friends
with pumpkins to
dunaic plcvtst. call 656-
4647 after 6 p.m. or






Only ^lO^^por person 
(Children under 10 -- *5.00)
(lours:
luncheon—11:30 to 3 p.m. 
dlnncr—S to 11:30 p.m.
(1) 531 Yates Straei 
^'. '386.3313 ■
m mt W. Saanich Rd.
(Royal Oak) 727-3444
Book your Christmas Party now,
Facilities (or up to 160,
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Prices Effective Oct. IS, IG, 17 WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
St@llk J SAVE
Sadf'A’Beef S ^ S C
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Another option
Has North Saanich been a bit hasty in 
deciding to employ the RCMP when it has to 
provide its own policing?
There was a time when RCMP services 
were offered to municipalities at prices far 
below the cost of a municipal force. There 
was, in effect, a federal subsidy encouraging 
municipal councils to employ the federal 
force. In most cases councils found it to be 
an offer they couldn’t refuse.
Now most of the subsidy has been with­
drawn. At an estimated average cost of 
$33,000 per man. North Saanich obviously 
won’t be paying much less than what its own 
force would cost. It might well be paying 
more.
Costs being anywhere near equal, there are 
plenty of advantages to a contract with the 
RCMP. It continues an arrangement already 
working well, there are no start-up problems 
for the council, no personnel problems, 
training is taken care of, the esprit de corps 
and standards of performance are already 
there, if an individual doesn’t fit in he can be 
transferred elsewhere, and so on. It’s a long 
list, so long it may seem a wonder that any 
municipal forces exist.
But there are advantages on the other side 
too, most of them dealing with local control, 
and the ability to tailor police resources to 
the specific needs of the individual 
municipality.
/ Central Saanich chose to stay with that 
'/ option when financial considerations were 
i;faf less in its favor than they are today. 
ifThefe must be reasons.
||: Recent events have demonstrated: that 
j^fmunicipalities have no control over police 
'-.costs with an RCMP contract, and'that those 
fbostis can rise far faster than costs for a 
Municipal/ force. There must surely be 
;5gr6uhds / second thoughts when the 
fbption "for which costs are increasing the 
■'fastest is also the option for which costs are 
-'beyond local control.
Then there is the matter of ac- 
•bommodation. A new police building for 
>North Saanich is estimated to cost three 
'quarters of a million dollars. A new building 
Uo house Sidney and North Saanich detach- 
• ments together is estimated at $1.3 million.
T. That brings into the picture a third option. 
^Provisions exist under which two 
'.municipalities can share policing, and 
•.Central Saanich has a police building, only 
;jthree years old, built to accommodate more 
//than twice as many people as use it now.
: If North Saanich were policed from there, 
the present Sidney RCMP office would 
:bbviously be much more adequate than it is 
; Ittow. In short, all the police accommodation 
-i ' /needed for the three municipalities for some 
Cj .years to come may be already available.
; > Finally, on the question of personnel, the 
\ y.'mounties regularly pension off men still in 
I ' their prime who have every qualification of 
training and experience for organizing and 
'Supervising a small municipal force.
'I None of which suggests that North 
'Saanich has made a wrong decision, only 
Tl that there arc other options open that 
perhaps .should be more thoroughly ex­
plored.
THE Ti8^£ CIUBDE
groflSit to yoo teo# tlwi ccertejy of
manm
isswmlosed^ sail and pom
10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown are “Standard Times”
FULFORD HARBOUR
064510.3 1150 6.7 172010.5
1.8 0735 10.4 1230 7.6 175510.5 














1.5 1000 10.7 1455 8.8 1900 9.9
2.0 1105 10.9 1645 8.9 1955 9.4
2.6 121011.0 1820 8.4 2050 8.7
3.3 1300 11.0 1935 7.7 2255 8.2
I 60 YEARS AGO
j|; ' From (he Ocl. 6,1921, Issue of The Review 
1 • Commencing next Monday, provincial 
“I tpolice officer Philp will enforce the law 
/ 'regarding people riding bicycles on the 
'Sidewalks. There have been one or two 
i^ccldcnts lately, and Mr. Philp will make it 
^ special business to sec that the practice is 
''-;:V!??itoppcd.'
■ * * *
< , Work is to commence at once on a new 
Iwharf at Ganges, for which a sum am- 
Imounting to about $9,000 is available.
YEARS AGO
“ IlFrom llic Ocl. 8,1931, Issue of The Review 
A special meeting of the Sidney and North 
1 jSaunich War Memorial Park Society voted 
to 9 in favor of allovfing Sunday play in 
he park.
I ■■ ;■ „ ♦ ♦
i { ^ A n-omnn living in a village In the province 
S'Mk Coialonia'has given birth to a child with 
arms. This seems to be nature’s attempt
jgipo produce the perfect juzjj pianist.
Cllliurcli pirector^
YOUR COMMUNITY 






Depend on Sands 
Undertaking Society 
membership fee 
applicable toward our 
SERVICE
Banners brightened the scene at Shoal Harbour Marina during Sidney Boat Show
letters
Freeze problems
You were kind enough to publish a letter 
of general interest I submitted concerning 
property owner rights to vote on the 
proposed Wain Road water line. I note that 
Aid. Jas, B. Gumming has made an unfair 
attack on me and my letter as somewhat 
incorrect and misleading. Would the 
following facts also be incorrect.
«The March 1981 engineer’s report made 
no mention of a water line being required on 
Wain Road. A recommendation was made lo 
improve Downey Road line at moderate 
cost. •
»The cash and physical assets of the Deep 
Cove water system acquired by North 
Saanich far exceeded any remaining debt 
bonds.
•There is a valid bylaw' that provides 
where a water line is installed in the proposed 
area that adjacent land automatically 
becomes eligible for subdivision into half­
acre lots. It would seem that Bylaw 365 
should be classed as local improvement 
rather than a charge on all property owners.
My property has been connected to the 
Deep Cove water line since inception with 
more than adequate supply and pressure. 1 
sympathize with others not receiving suf- 
■ ficient water.;,'"■//;.,■■ ■ ;■'■';
However 1 feel, this Syill be overcome 
shortly, and more than enough water and 
pressure from the soon to tse completed Deep 
; Gove pump station and Cloake Hill reser­
voir. Money cannot be bbrrow'ed at 15 per 
cent for this project as shown in the bylaw 
and thus the final costs are unknpwn at this 
time.' ■ .. ■■
Even the federal government is paying 
19'/2 per cent on borrowed funds for public 
works and other projects. The $350,000 cost 
plus interest for Bylaw 365 is a very ex­
pensive project for a limited purpose. Surely 
it would be preferable for an outgoing 
council to refer this matter to the 1982 
council for proper evaluation.
Proposal for a new library, area firehall, 
police building; increased school and 
hospital costs, huge increa.scs on road paving 
costs, possible properly transit lax, indicate 
substantial tax increa.scs in North Saanich 
for 1982.
Unfortunately for all of us they seem 
unavoidable expenditures. The provincial 
government has now put a freeze on all non- 
essential shared cost programs with 
tnunicipalitics. Let us do likewise at this 
time.




I have been making certain coinnienis wiili 
legard (o the qncsiion of ilic pioposccl 
waterline on Wain Cross Road, and the
40YEARSAGO
From (he Ocl. 8, 1941, Issue of rite Review
The first issue is now in circulation of 
Patrician,” published by ilie RAI’ at Patricia 
Bay Station. Ihe contents (tf the publication 
is very instructive and enlightening to the 
many ways and customs and to the ex­
pressions of the “RAF" boys.
★ it
At tlieOctober meeting of the Allies* 
Chapter, lODE, Miss Stcwuil, war con­
vener, reported that 18 sweaters. 12 pair of 
socks and one scarf had been turned in.
30 YEARS AGO
From Ihe Ocl, 10, 1951, Issue of Hie Review
Tentative plans are nosy being laid for the 
transporiation of Sa:w\i.‘hton ‘'.-cbool children 
to Vicioria to view the Royal procession.
•k *1 *
Oniral Saanich Reeve Sidnev Pickles 
Withdrew his notice of intervention 
preventing the new works tuick from lieing 
put imu operation.
impending referendum in regard thereto and 
you have generously seen fit to publish the 
same.
There is however a further matter which is 
occurring in North Saanich that is causing 
me a considerable amount of anguish.
1 believe that mankind progresses only in a 
free society, one where both political as well 
as economic freedom are guaranteed. I 
further believe that this freedom can only be 
achieved when there is a minimum of 
government intervention. Naturally there 
has to be some for the protection of person 
and property but such interventions should 
be at an absolute minimum and any 
proposed regulation limiting freedom in any 
way should be scrutinized meticulously 
be fore the same is implemented.
What 1 am saying, in other words, is that 
the least government is the best government.
Unfortunately in Canada we are over- 
governed federally, provincially, and cer­
tainly at the municipal level, and this 
likewise applies in North Saanich.
Now as if Bylaw 194 was not bad enough, 
tire municipal authorities are now going to 
make it worse by providing that lots outside 
the very limited areas not covered by the 
minimum five-acre lots shall now' be limited 
to 14,000 square feet. :
The only possible, justification;, for this 
must be- the question of septic fields as dW' 
cannot perceive any other logical reasons for- ' 
such a requirement where, as exists today'f' 
there is a dire shortage of land for resideritial 
building lots. If therefore this is the basis for 
putting forth the additional encroachments 
upon a person’s freedom in the enjoyment of 
his property, it is high time we got facts 
straight.
If the land is percable and is serviced by 
municipal water, 7,000 square feet is ample 
for a house and adequate septic field. If the 
land is not percable then 70,000 square feet 
wil! still not suffice.
The important thing therefore is that an 
across-the-board answer to this problem is 
not the answer. Indiviual areas vary greatly 
iind should be treated on an individual basis 
after proper soil tests are made.
In addition,-proper development should 
be encouraged for large tracts of land 
permitting much higher densities than are 
now allowed under Bylaw 194 so as to justify 
a developer in installing sewage systems 
comensurate with the size of the develop­
ment and one that would fit in and k 
compatible with an overall sewage system 
when this (and it surely will) becomes 
necessary.
The result of the present course of 
compounding the errors committed with the 
passage of Bylaw 194 is two-fold:
•It increases the municipal costs of,i 
servicing these ridiculously large sized lots 




Fnmi ilu; Ocl. U, 1961, ksuc of Tlie Review
Report on the Ganges sanitation survey 
will be rejidy for the November meeting, 
Artliur Young reported at the monthly 
exccuiive meeting of the Salt Spring Island 
chamber of commerce.
Tenders for a l.OOO-foot extension of the 
nuiin east-west runway at Patricia Bay 
Airport were to be called by the end of 
October. Esiimaicd cost was $234,000.
10 YEARS AGO
From lilt! Ocl. 13,1971, Issue ofTlic Review 
Heavy equipment moved onto Fifth Street 
in Sidney last week as Chew Excavating Ltd, 
began phase one of the trunk sewer in­
stallation.
' * * *
The T'nwn of Sidney has just escaped
hecoming a city! Preliminary census figures 
place Sidney's population at 4,859, just 141 
slum of “city” status.
Attend The Church of 






2151 Lannon Way 
Sunday 
9:45 a.m. Teaching|
11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship 
Wed./Thurs
7:30 p.m. Home Study!
Groups





10:30 a.m. Family Service
Missionaries David & Marjorie Parker
Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478









7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME


























11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship
“Everyone Welcome"
Dennis |. Paap, Pastor




Third St , Sidney
Trinity 18
8:00 a.m. Eucharist
9:30 a;m. ' ■ ’Morning 
-Service, (Sunday 
School, Nursery)
11:00 a.m. Choral 
Eucharist (Nursery)
All Welcome!




The Church By the Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. 
Sunday
9:30 a.m. - Family 
; ,: Church Schooi
10:30 a.m. Rev. Tom 
' Oshiro 
6:00 p.m. ; Thanks­
giving Dinner 
Rev. Tom Oshiro











i Qanon Rogers, 
Acting Rector 
^^86-2820;" 
f:: Wardens:; , ;" 

















9:30 a,m. Sunday 
School & Family 
Eucharist at 
Saanichton Elementary 
School, Mt. Newton X 
Rd.
Rov. Ivan Fultor 
652-2812 
Offico 652-4311 




5550 Hamsferly Rd. 
Sunday Services 
10 a.m, 11 a.m, and 
7 p.m.
Wed. Prayer Meeting 
7 p.m.







9925 5th Street 
Sidney, B.C.
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10:30 a,m. Family 
Worship (Including 
lull Guild,ly GcfKjDl 
program (or children) 
6:00 p,m, Evening
Fellowship
Pastor N.B. Harrison 
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Continued from Page 4
•A much more serious problem is created 
downstream when an overall sewage system 
for North Saanich system becomes a 
necessity. I would hate to even guess what 
the price-tag will be but 1 can assure you of 
one thing and that is those people who want 
to keep their little piece of the Garden of 
Eden to themselves won’t have to worry as 
the municipal taxes will discourage any 
newcomers.
It is rather paradoxical that when Bylaw 
194 was passed and this present amendment 
is suggested, the mayors were both of a 
political philosophy that purports to aid the 
average man. If shelter is not one of the most 
basic and pressing needs of the average man 
today I really don’t know what is. Not­
withstanding this, Bylaw 194 and the present 
amendment make it almost impossible for 
the average man to achieve this most basic 
need.
1 think that this amendment should be 
killed now' and that Bylaw 194 should be 
repealed in its entirety. After this, free 
enterprise should be given a chance to come 
forth with well thought out and com­
prehensive development plans of a sufficient 
magnitude and with reasonable densities to 
warrant the cost of all services.
In addition this should not be limited to 
the type of development made by Park 
Pacific on the slopes of Mount Newton but 
should also include mobile home parks of 
the quality of Summergate Village where 
affordable housing can be provided.
James D. Fisher 
Sidney
Water issue in perspective
The extensive rhetoric, misinformation 
and speculation surrounding the desireability 
and need for supplementing the water 
distribution in the Deep Cove area raises 
several factors that need to be put in their 
proper perspective prior to an informed vote 
on the matter.
There is no disagreement that the public 
deserves the final say in the expenditure of 
tax dollars. Presumably however, everyone 
has neither the time nor desire to exercise this 
perogative for each item — council is elected 
to do so by majority vote, it is also tasked 
with evaluating needs and mountains of 
information to propose satisfactory 
solutions in conjunction with staff, 
professionaiarid public assistance. Decisions 
and aldermen can both be changed; facts are 
r more Idifficudt to alter but they can be 
'■■■ masked.' ..
This raises several very disconcerting 
aspects. All of the members of committee C
more letters
— water and sewer utilities — have spent a 
considerable amount of personal time and 
effort in dealing with water supply and 
distribution for North Saanich. The files and 
meeting minutes will attest to this.
All have been willing — indeed, have gone 
out of their way — to provide the facts and 
factors underlying the council decision 
regarding the Wain Road water line proposal 
in spite of the unfounded Oct. 7, Free Press 
editorial suggesting the contrary.
An extreme personal disappointment 
centres around the fact that no one, not one 
single so-called concerned citizen that signed 
the petition had the courtesy, integrity nor 
time to discuss the factors or rationale with 
me, the chairman, before “popping off’ 
uninformed in the press.
No one has taken the time to even attempt 
to offer a more constructive, more economic 
alternative but all efforts seem to be directed 
to slowing down, confusing and 
“politicking” the issue despite the numerous 
taxpayers who phone me and who go 
without domestic water and adequate 
protection each summer.
Why can’t these “concerned citizens” 
redirect their efforts to assist in finding a 
better solution; maybe there isn’t one! The 
plight of a lack of constructive help in a 
community that so dearly needs it to keep 
taxes down, saddens me and bodes all the 
bad attributes of party politics — of so little 
use to make municipalities function in a fair 
and economic fashion.
There has been no outcry or formal op­
position to the approximately one-third 
share ($3 million) for the CRD supply line 
including the Cloake Hill reservoir — which, 
by the way, will not reduce the need for a 
Deep Cove central distribution trunk line.
No one gave a cry when general public 
funds were used to pave Tuam Road this 
year or place a fire hydrant in Deep Cove. 
No one has dispelled the misinformation that 
all the adjacent lots along Wain Road could 
be subdivided if a water line is constructed 
(only one is zoned approximately to be 
subdivided).
No one could have guessed that after 
almost a year of trying to resolve various 
engineering reports that a $250,000 line may 
now cost not just $350,000 for half the 
length, but at least four times that since the 
75 per cent provincial foregiveness grant may 
nowbelost.
And no one refutes that taxpayers who 
have been prbmisecl; piped watgr in Deep 
Cove are being dehie'd it as devel.opment far 
outstrips distribution capabilities.
There is not enough time in a person’s 
professional and family life to rebut all the 
falsities perpetrated in the press. I personally
have better things to do and try to give all the 
sides to each case a fair review — e.g. the 
economic report for the Panorama Leisure. 
Centre.
Time is better spent trying to solve the 
needs, not invent ways of stalling. My 
suggestion to the taxpayers of North Saanich 
is to pitch in a little less than $7 per 
household per year as a needed “municipal” 
upgrade to a general use line to benefit a 
large sector of our municipal water system.
If not, the next bill you see will not be any 
lower and hopefully the “conscious ob­
jectors” will form a new volunteer com­
mittee to hear and resolve your needs. My 
conscience is clear and I will accept your 
decision in this matter.
Alan B. Cornford 




JUST WHAT YOU 
HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!
SIDNEY MEM mAHHEI
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535














Seniors, here it is 
our opportunity to 
unite. We have to 
show that we are not 
just a Tea and 
Crumpet, carpet 
bowling group. We 
are a united group to 
be dealt with.
It is mind-boggling 
lo think what this 
postage increase will 
mean to our seniors. 
Mail is the window of 
some of our lives and 
this increase in 
postage wilt be Tike 
pulling down the 
blinds and shutting 
out the light of the 
outside world.
We have to show 
our clout now. Every 
senior has to face the 
rcsposibility to all 
seniors and write to 
the government 
immediately to ex­
press their anger and 
frustration at the 
intended atrocious 
increase in the postage 
rates and what it will 
mean to them per­
sonalty if this increase 
goes through.
If you need help in 
writing your letter call 
me at 642-4875. Write 
to Postmaster 
General, Ottawa, 
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Family Restsuurant
Open Every Day At 11 AM
Cililfiese & Western Food
Light Luncheons
“Try Us - You'll Like It’’
Dine lira - Take Out
The Corporation 
of the District of 
Central Saanich
NOTICE OF ELECTION
PUBLIC NOTICE is here by given lo tho Electors ol the Municipality of Central; 
Saanich that I require tho prosonco ol the said electors at the Municipal Hall on 
the ?6th day of October, 1981, at the hour of fen o'clock In tho forenoon, for tho 
purpose of nominating persons to roprosont thorn as;*
ALDERMAN • throe to bo oicctod for a iwo-yoar form.
SCHOOL TRUSTEE • one to bo olocted for a two-year trirm.
The mode of nomination ol candidates shall bo as lollows;* Candidates shalj bo 
nominated In writing by two duly qualified olectors ol the Municipality, fho 
riomlnalion paper shall bo dollvercd to the Returning Officer al any lime bet- 
woen tho date of this Notice and noon ol the day ol nomination. Tho nomination 
paper may be in Iho form prescribed in tho Municipal Act, and shall stale tho 
name, rosidonco and occupation of tho person nominated in such manner as to 
sutlicinntty identity such candidate. Tho nomination paper shall be r.ubsr;ribod 
to by the Candidalo. In the event ol a poll being necessary, such poll will bo 
opened at tho Municipal Hall, 1903 Ml, Newton Cross Road; the Brentwood 
Elementary School, 7085 Wallace Drive; and tho Keating Elomenlary School, 
8843 Central Saanich Road between tho hours ol 8:00 o'clock in tho forenoon 
and 8;00 o'clock in the altornoon on Saturday, November 21, 1981. An Ad­
vance Poll will bo oponod in the Municipal Hall between tho hours of 8;00 
o'clock in tho forenoon and 6;00 o’clock in the afternoon on thursday, 
November 19. 1981 and Friday, November 20, 1981 rospoctivoly, of which 
every person Is hereby required to take Notice and govern him/hersolt accor­
dingly,
GIVEN UNDER MV HAND al SaaniUilun D.O, 
on this 8th day of Oclobor, 1981












Mornbeis, Inslitule of Charlored Accountnnls of British Columbia
Yiu are invited to see and hear Americas 
leading Christian ai dhority on the family...
Mmes C®
------------------- // / //ic challenging, nmr
LADIES WEAKo
is coming to town.
WATCH FOR THE 
GRAND OPENING of 
OUR SECOND STORE at 




t:( I’HUDLA- ISDIVISIOS: VWKI.i. INCOKI'OltAiri)
rilni1: The Strong-Willed Child 
Film 2; Shaping the Will Willioul Breaking the Spirit 
Film 3: Christian Fathering
Film 4; Preparing for Adolescence: The Origins of Self-Doubt 
Film 5: Preparing for Adolescence: Peer Pressure and Sexuality 
Film (i: What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew About Women: 
The Lonely Housewife
Film 7; What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew About Women: 
Money, Sex, and Children
FILM NO. 1
OCT. 23rd - FRIDAY - at 8 P.l^.
St. Andrews Anglican Church Hall 
9697 FOURTH ST., SIDNEY
— EVERYONE WELCDME — . ' adssssn
4-, 
. ^
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JIM KEELING continues to collect 
honors, and the latest recognition for the 
Ontario veteran who brought harness racing 
to Cloverdale and Sandown is induction into 
the Owen Sound Sports Hall of Fame. 
Among the other 13 selected is Butch 
Keeling, a cousin who played a lot of good 
; hockey for the New York Rangers . . . it’s 
reassuring to horse racing fans to learn that 
\\v the Old Oak Tree hard by Sandown’s stretch 
turn is protected under the terms of the lease. 
*1^; And so is the tree near the paddock . . . 
3j':l veteran New York columnist Dick Young 
' 1 says the future of major league baseball is
Wins Mile like a Trooper.” Close, however, 
was a smaller headline in the same issue. It 
was above a story which told that tennis-star 
Tracy Austin had recovered from a back 
injury and it said “Austin’s back is back.”
. . . Sandown is hardly a big-time racing 
operation but 1981 purse money will total 
about SI.5 million. More than Sl.l million 
was paid out during the summer-long 
harness-racing meet and purse money for the 
upcoming thoroughbred meet will total 
about S375,000 . . . any male with an in­
feriority comple.x can’t help but get a lift 
from the news that Playgirl magazine in­
cluded George Steinbrenner, owner of the 
New York Yankees, and Fernando 
Valenzuela, the somewhat-chubby Me.xican 
pitching sensation with Los Angeles Dodgers 
on its list of the 10 sexiest men in America 
. . . many football teams are beginning to 
use the shotgun formation regularly. Among 
them are the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, and it 
followed, of course, that in Tampa it’s now 
known as the BucShot Formation . . . and 
then there is Tom Graves, a linebacker who 
played in the National Football League with 
Pittsburgh Steelers. His football days over, 
he started a new career as an apprentice 
mortician ...
until sunrise. It was his way of noting the end 
of a long period of frustration — 24 years of 
minor leagtie baseball as player and manager 
without a championship . . . coach Michel 
Bergeron of the Quebec Nordiqucs summed 
it up neatly, and promisingly, when he 
explaiired why his club decided not to keep 
defenceman Kim Clackson. “He,” .said 
Bergeron, “did as much as he could for us 
last season but nowadays you can’t afford 
room on the bench for a guy you can call on 
only when things get rough.” . . . with 
players certain to be encouraged by the 
outcome of the baseball strike the National 
Football League owners can expect that they 
are going to present something quite at­
tractive to avoid a player strike next year. . . 
Willie Pep, world featherweight boxing 
champion about 30 years ago, is enjoying his 
senior years. “I’ve got a wife and a television 
set, and they’re both working,” he explained 
. . . thoroughbred-trainer Horatio Liiro, one 
of the best in his business, says the secret to 
living a long time is to “Swim, dance a little, 
go to Paris every August and to live within 
walking distance of two hospitals.”
.ti.
5| threatened by the wide-spread use of drugs, 
i f “The use of drugs, particularly cocaine,” he
'Jlc wrote recently,
v'l' ■ iii:
‘is running rampant among
- major league ballplayers. The real epidemic
is in the clubhouses, and some of the names
piiv/ would shock you.” . . . one still has to 
wonder why major-league baseball didn’t 
fr designate that the first and second place
teams over the season meet in divisional
playoffs. On the other hand, it shouldn’t 
jII surprise because baseball’s moguls seldom 
1- ’' do things the sensible way . . ; there couldn’t 
have been many worse headlines this year 
than the one used by the Seattle Post­
al Intelligencer to inform that Trooper Seven
I had won the Longacres Mile. It stretched 
across all six columns and it read “Seven
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS are selling 
cable television of all their home games this 
season for $120 and they’ve sweetened things 
quite a bit by offering subscribers $120 
worth of home-game tickets as a bonus. If 
60,000 fans subscribe and use those tickets to 
watch live action it would put 18,000 fans 
into the Kingdome for each game ... 
Harold Ballard, who has made bristling 
explanations about his dislike for things 
Russian, hasn’t allowed Russian hockey 
teams to play in Maple Leaf Gardens but the 
Moscow Circus and Russian gymnasts have 
performed there . . . when Tacoma Tigers 
won the Pacific Coast Baseball League 
championship this year, manager Ed Nottle 
.set up shop at home plate and drank beer
DON CHERRY, who is probably as 
surprised as he is miffed at finding a lack of 
demand for his coaching services, has put 
himself in position to strike back at the NHL 
establishment by becoming a player agent 
. . . Derek Sanderson, a report says, has 
been working at a Boston area golf club with 
the goal of becoming a club pro. He’s 35 
now and says that a lot of help in getting his 
life in order came from Bobby Orr, who put 
him in hospital, and picked up the $6,000 tab 
when things were at their worst . . . Rocky 
Bleier, a tough runner and an outstanding 
blocker when he was with the Pittsburgh 
Steelers, was better when he let his actions 
speak for him. Explaining football as a 
television commentator is a bit different —-
“To be successful, both teams have to win 
today; “Yes, Mike, he’s a new rookie; “If 
Alexander had gotten that handoff cleanly it 
might have been a very touchy play; “Jim 
Zorn is getting all the pressure he can; “That 
play was a little illegal, but not necessarily 
.so; “An inch here or an inch there can 
determine whether you have a first down; 
“Well, Forrest Gregg got his assumed wish 
which 1 gave him before.” It’s an incomplete 
log from one game . . . Bleier has a lot of 
company which includes former-coach John 
Madden —“Montana is probably going to 
have to throw 55 passes today at the rate he’s 
going; “Cleveland is one of the originators 
of the draw; “This is a big down because on 
third down they have to get a first; “He’s 
really a nice guy. I saw him at the hotel this 
morning.” Yes, the football season is in full
television swing ... it was noted that there 
were about 4,000 empty seats in Pacific
Coliseum when Vancouver Canucks opened 
their season last week. Also that the game 
was only 32 seconds old when Tiger Williams 
drew his first penalty . . . Neill Picken, not 
liking the way the U.S. Amateur Athletic 
Union treated athletes, signed his entry form 
for a 20-kilometre walk as Grimm Reaper. 
He did right well — and must have had 
mixed emotions when official results listed 
the fourth-place finisher as Grimm Reaper 
... one of the most over-used, and in­
correct phrases in sport is “Statistics are for 
losers.” It’s popular with lazy reporters, 
who tend to make much of the times when 
statistics and results don’t balance out. But 
it’s almost always true that winners have the 
good statistics and pitcher Tommy Boggs put 
it more sensibly when he said “Statistics are 
for the people who are going good.” . . . 
veteran-teammate Dan Dierdorf showed a 
I’m-from-Missouri reaction when he was 
asked if rookie linebacker E.J. Junior, a 
first-round draft pick, would help St. Louis 
Cardinals. “You have to wonder how tough 
your No. 1 is when it turns out his first name 






and oceans last 
Wednesday ordered 
closure of a large part 
of Saanich Inlet to 
salmon fishing for an 
indefinite period. The 
closure took effect at 
midnight on Monday.
The closed area is 
bounded on the north 
by a line from 
Warrior Point to 
Whiskey Point and on 
the south by a line 
from Willis Point to 
McMurdy. It includes 
Patricia Bay, Mill 
Bay, Coles Bay, 
Bamberton and 
Brentwood Bay.
Reason given was 
that 75 per cent of the 
fish hooked in the 
inlet recently have 
been smaller than the 
legal limit — im­
mature Chinook and 
coho.
The blanket closure 
was criticized 
Thursday- by Jim 
Gilbert, of the Sports 
Fishing Advisory 
Board, who said that 
it was not necessary 
and would have 
serious economic 
consequences for boat 
rentals, marinas, 
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Jack & Elsie MacAulay PARKRD. 656-7714
Weather permitting, 
there will be a student 
cruise Nov. 1 for 
students in boating 
classes conducted by 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Pq^f§quadisqil“
On Oct. 29 students 
and / members of the 
squadron will get 
together at the Royal? 
Canadain LegionHall, 
where they will hear a 
lecture conducted by - 
the Rescue Centre.
More than 80 
students are taking 
the course in three 
classes.
COME IN AND ENJOY A FREE COFFEE 
WHILE LOOKING OVER OUR SEPCIALS 






































WelQhl lass nuo lo cultioq & lioniiiq will locro.Tse ma prlno par pound
Mon.'Thurs. 8-S p.in. Fri, 8-6 p,m, Closed Sat S Son.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 East Saanich Hti, 652-2411




October 13tli - December 18th 
Monday through Saturday 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Paulino's Kobblos & Crafts 
2424 Beacon St., Sidney
For other outlets
PHONE: 592-6331 9 a,m. -12:30 p,m.
UNICEF Olfico; 1701 Elgin Rd., Oak Bay 
YEAR ROUND OFFICE:
P.O. Box 5212, Postal Station “B” 
Victoria, B.C. V8R 6N4
AM/FM STEREO CAR 
RADIO



















turchiie ttquited in win. 
(Iraw lo he miiie Oci. 74th,
CMmSm PEOPLE
ECHO •PIONEER •HOMELITE •STIHL
ASK US ABOUT OUR SPECIAL
“WEEKEND PROFESSIONAL” CHAIN SAW PACKAGES
I’i^ AUTO PARTS 
& ACCESSORIES
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Hioroyghbred meet looks rosy Safeguard is free
Health Minister Jim
By JIM TANG
Thoroughbred racing’s 1981 Sandown 
season starts next Wednesday, and there is at 
least as much anticipation, and probably 
more optimism, than there was in 1975 when 
a group of Victorians decided to form the 
Capital City Turf Club and bring back 
thoroughbred racing at Sandown with a late 
fall meet.
Initial success, which brought a record 
daily mutuel average of more than $214,000 
in 1976, was followed by a steady decline 
which almost ended it for the thoroughbreds 
in 1979 when the 16 days averaged less than 
$142,000. Now there is another, and more 
promising, beginning.
“We’ll be disappointed if we don’t 
average $200,000,’’ said CCTC-president 
George Harknett in a tone which indicated 
he was being a wee bit careful about exer­
cising restraint.
No claims are being made but the CCTC is 
surely thinking about a new daily high, and 
given a reasonable break in the weather it 
may not be an impossible dream. The same 
things that firmly established summer 
harness racing this year — the new grand­
stand and Sunday racing — are now working 
for the thoroughbreds and giving the same 
bonus in extra purse money which attracts 
more and better stock.
The new Sandown minimum, $400 more 
than last year, is a record $2,000, and with 
the likelihood that mutuel play will boost the 
guaranteed $2,200 race average, it has 
brought stall-filling assurances from horse­
men.
Another help is a new and improved 
racing surface. Better banked than the old 
surface, it is composed of 75 per cent washed 
masonry sand, 20 per cent clay and five per 
cent fines, described as a clay-like material 
more powdery than clay.
Although the 20-day meet, which ends 
Nov. 22, starts on a Wednesday, the CCTC 
has decided to retain the Tuesday - Thursday
Saturday - Sunday format used by the 
standardbreds. The only other deviation will 
be on Nov. 11, which falls on a Wednesday 
and will wipe out that week’s Thursday card.
First post time on opening day, Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, which will all offer eight 
races, is at 1 p.m., and it will be 12:30 a.m. 
for the nine-race cards on Nov. 11, Satur­
days and Sundays.
Nine stakes races are listed, the first the 
Times-Colonist on opening day. The four 
richest events are for fillies and/or mares — 
the Devonshire Cream on Oct. 25, the B.C. 
Miss on Oct. 31, the Yellow Ribbon Nov. 8 
and the Some Turley Nov 15. The Derby 
Trial is Nov. 1, the Nanaimo Handicap Nov. 
7, the Sandown Derby Nov. 11 and the
Vancouver Island Championship Nov. 22.
There will be triactor betting on the last 
race every day and either quinella or exactor 
wagering on all other races with the new 
cash-sell mutuel system speeding things up 
for bettors and collectors. All transactions 
can be handled at the same window, and 
customers will be able to bet several races in 
advance if desired.
A Sunday brunch ($10) will be offered in 
the clubhouse but on other days it will be 
used as a lounge which will have food 
available.
Grandstand admission is $1.75 for adults 
under 65 and $1 for pensioners.
Nielsen has asked 
parents to ensure that 
children starting 
school for the first 
time have been im­
munized. Parents who 
are unsure about the 
immunization status 
of their children 
should check with 
their local community 






ARCHER-WEISNER TV SALES & 
t SERVICE
A 9764-A5tliSt. Ph. 656-5114




Ed Morgan of the 
Golden Age League 
was the first man in 
league play to bowl 
over 300 single this 
season at Miracle 
Lanes. And already 
there are four women 
over so far this 
season, says Lyall 
Riddell. Barb 
Mathews of Thursday 
Comm, rolled a 751 
triple 318 single.
Top bowler of the 
week is S. Fox, Credit 
Union, with 672 (275).
Malcolm Buchanan, coach of Peninsula Warriors Soccer 
Club for past five years, must leave team this season in search 
of employment on the east coast. Warriors say he*ll be sorely 
missed, Tom Cronk Photo
o PENINSULA RECREATIONOCTOBeHAPPENINClS
NUTRITION WORKSHOPS
A varelty ol nutrition topics will be prosontocl: 
•supermarket vs health food products 
•labelling information 
•recipe Ideas and more,
Sunday, Detobnr 18 and Sunday, October 2S, 7:30 
■ 9:30 p.m.
Each Sosslon: S5.00 
Panorama Lolsuro Centre 




A special pool event for seniors, 
•pool-side refreshments 
•titaw p(i/.e
Monday, Octobor IS, 2:00 •3:08 p.m. 
Rogular admlislon (7Sc/porson)







October 17, 1981 
COMMONS BLOCK 
UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA
•Wine & Cheese Party 7:30 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. 
•Dinner 8:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
•Dancing 10:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
The Big Band Sound Of The 
DON HERLEY BAND
Dress: Formal or Semi-Formal, Tickets, $18,00 
each, available at the Saanich Municipal Hall or at 
744 Yates Street.
Get your ticket early as quantities are limited 











SIDHEY AUTHORIZED SALES CENTRE S4DNEY ELECTRONICS LTD.
l-i %
2496 BEACON AVE. 656-5771
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 9 PM
IHViTESjYpU TO,
Gome in and Play
television Baseball aril
SUSr SLIGHTLY AHEAD OF OUR TIME
'/j.
on specially selectedToM. models featuring 
105 channel cable capability and 
wireless infrared remote control





SALE PHICEU BETWEEN 





BY PLAYINC PANASONIC BASEBALL 
YOU CAN GET AN ADDITIONAL
*50to>500 0FF
To play, simply rub ofliho spots on the card — starting at first base — and deduct 
your winning amount from the Sale Price ol the T.V,
DP-mimnn-thAtanPiirin.- PC.Z6H81R “Tho Mount Laurel”
PC“26IIOOn Tho San CailOS w tm i'S" Di.ij Conlefripora'y style
63 cm (ftr I OiSQ MMileriAnean ,'ilyi« CAtii# Compaiiftlii rv 16 HuIIod inliAiPrt ConKNl .ind UiwI'iUii







« cm (i'D") Diaowuil Colw PMIAft'lB tv will, CaIiKi ClKfl 




M cm DmoAnal Ctiitir PcntAUKi 1v with ClW.Irfliite Eyi,. 1 
IhMiynr Tuning neliirliahlii nnmtilp Cimlfftl CsbU’lfai ' I
Reg, $799.95
SALE
LESS AN ADDITIONAL ^50 tO ^500 FROM YOUR GAME PLAY CARD OPEN DAILY PROM D - S;30 P.M
AT SIDNEY RADIO SHACK 656
€
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Lions help out
TOWN OF SIDNEY in Chile, Bolivia
NOTICE OF ELECTION
PUBLIC NOTICE is given to the electors of the Town of Sidney that I 
require the presence of the electors at the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney 
Avenue; Sidney, B.C. on MONDAY, the 26th DAY OF OCTOBER, 
1981, AT 10 a.m. to elect;-
MAYOR - ONE (1) vacancy 
ALDERMAN - SIX (6) vacancies 
SCHOOL TRUSTEE - ONE (1) vacancy } All for the two-year term 1982/83
The mode of nomination of candidates shall be as follows;-
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two qualified electors of 
the municipality. The nomination paper shall be delivered to the 
Returning Officer at any time between the date of this notice and 
noon of the day of nomination. The nomination paper may be in the 
form prescribed in the “Municipal Act” and shall sate the name, 
residence and occupation of the person nominated in a manner suf­
ficient to identify the candidate. The nomination paper shall be sign- 
Ti^^ed by the candidate. Disclosure forms under the Public Officials 
TlTi^lQifelfr&'Act must be filed with each nomination paper.
? In the event a poll is necessary, the poll will be opened at the 
[Sidney Elementary School, Henry Avenue and 7th Street, Sidney, 
r B.C. on Saturday, the 21st day of November, 1981, between the 
J hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m.
lAn advanced poll will be held at the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney 
.j Avenue, Sideny, B.C. on Wednesday, the 18th day of November, 
i 1981, between the, hours of 9 a.m. and 4 pm. for those electors 
Twho expect to be absent from the Town on Polling Day or through 
I circumstances beyond their control will not be able to attend the Poll 
Loa Poliing Day; or are, for reasons of conscience, prevented from
■ voting^on Polling Day.
Every person is required to take notice of the above and govern
■ himself accordingly. ;
Youngsters in two 
villages in the poorest 
part of Chile will be 
able to go to school — 
thanks in part to 
Sidney and Central 
Saanich Lions. Both 
clubs belong to the 
Multiple District 19 
Lions Club which 





helped to build two 
schools in two rural 
village. The schools 
will also be used as 
adult training centres.
Last year, the Lions 
sponsored a project to 
build several water 
systems for villages in 
rural Bolivia.
CARE, which was 
organized directly 




Residential & Commercial 
All types of home furniture.
^HO/ g^U upholstery material
^11 /O Oil until October 31.until October 31.
FREE in home 
ESTIMATES
65S-S2i3
10223 McDonald Pk. Rd. 
Sidney
RYDER
RENTS TRUCKS FOR MOVING. 
LOCAL & ONE-WAY 
LOW RATES.
WITH 18 OFFICES IN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, OVER
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT SIDNEY, B.C. THIS 5TH DAY OF OC- 




RENT RYDER AND 
SAVE ON HOUSEHOLD 
MOVING COSTS.






iii RETURN ON PAST SERIES INCREASED
The rale ol return on oil unmolured 
Canada Savings Bonds has been
%ri try lOVaincreased to 19 a% (or fho year beginning
November 1,1981. For each subsequent 
year until Iho Bonds mature the rate o( 
return continues to be a minimum of 10Vj%,
SERIES DATED BEFORE 1977
New Canada Savings Bonds earn 
19'/j% for Ihe first year. For each of Ihe 
remaining six years to maturity the rate 
has been set al a minimum of lO'AX.
The Bonds will never yield less than this 
minimum rate.
Not only do Canada Savings Bonds 
offer yaj a good rate of return, they also 
' offer a unique combination of fectlures tl lat
i-of Seriesdalod before Novoniber 1.19/7 the 
higher return will be paid thrajgh an Inctoase in 
Iho value o( Itio cash bonus teayable on tho 
inaiutHy clalo of the Bonds, Iho new bonus 
amount per SI .000 Bond of each Sofios is as 
lollows:
SERIES dated 1977 T01980
make Canada Savings Bonds a strong, 
r today and lornorrowsecure Investment fo I
FLEXIBILRY FOR TOMORROW
; Instant Cash. With new Canada 
Savings Bends you're never locked in. If tho 
need arises, they are easy lo cash anylimri) 
Ql ony oulhorl2od redemption ogenl, A 
Canada Spvings Bond is as good as ■
' money In your pocket.
No Intorost Rato Ponalty, When Iho 
new Bonds arro cashed anytime alter ; 
December 31,1981, there's no Interest rale 
pt^nolly Y'.'xi will receive aorned lnlerer.1 for 












Nov 1 1934 
Nev, 1, 1985 









i-or the Iasi tout Sorios Iho higher rate will apply 
instead ol the lale pHnled on Ihe bond 
corlificate. Each 51.000 Rtxfular InloiosI Bond 
will pay 5195,00 inlorest on November 1,1982. 
For Ihe year beginning November 1,1981, 
CompouTid Inteiost Bonds will earn 19',';'% 
simple inlnrr"-.l and compouixi intorosi at 
19',>% on all Interest eornod up to November I, 
19.'ti:th«orowlha(oach $1,000 Compound • 
Intetesl Bond lor Iho year beginning November 
1,1981 is as follows;
Sorlos Value at Nov, 1,1981 Value at Nov. 1,1982
Bondhok.luis are rod'wndea HkiI lo c:olli:!i.:l this 














BACKED BY CAN ADA ITSELF
Canada Savings Bonds aro backed 
by alt of Canada's resources When you 
buy Conoda Savings Bonds you can bo 
sure they are a sofa, seci,ire invesiment you 
can count on.
EASYTOBUY
Now Canada Savings Bonds are- 
easy |o buy in amounts slciiling al $100 up 
lo a lolnl purchase limit o( $1,3.000 And 
yoi.! tiaye c:i cl'iolco of Bonds Theio's the 
Regular ItTlerosI Bond for annuol incon-V;'' 
c.ind tfto Compound InU^iest Bofid for 
savings giowlh.
ON SALE OCTOBER 13
starling October 13, you cart buy 
Canada Savings Bonds fioiTi any 
authori/ed soles agent, including bonks, 
inveslincHil (..leolors, slock broktiris, liusi 












Time on your hands? Interested in 
doing some volunteer work in the 
community? The Peninsula Community 
Association needs a variety of volunteers, 
including the following:
"Ongoing - volunteer drivers, local and 
to Victoria.
®A responsible person aged over 19 
years to supervise two youngsters who will 
be running a concession stand at a local 
school one Friday a month, 7:30 - 9 p.m.
•Also wanted — a responsible, mature 
person to initiate and maintain contact 
with local employers to locate and create
job openings for local youth. The person 
would gain development of public 
relation skills, training and support from 
the program co-ordinator and an over­
view of Manpower programs.
•Local services to the children’s 
program need^ a clerical person for three 
to Tour hours one day a week. General 
office skills and confidentiality of 
program a must.
All the above positions involve service 
to the community while gaining valuable 
work experience, says PCA co-ordinator 
Jean Jones. Persons interested in 
volunteering can call ,656-0134.
Yacht club launched
An idea that got started among a group of 
friends on an Easter cruise just last spring 
became solid reality this week with the first 
annual meeting of the Sidney-North Saanich 
Yacht Club at the Travelodge on Oct. 6.
New officers are Don Wilson, com­
modore; Peter Ibbotson, vice commodore; 
Ron Laking, rear commodore; Jim Morris, 
fleet captain; Lew Burden, staff captain; 
Bob Bentley, fleet secretary; Dave Titterton, 
fleet treasurer; W.C. Shaw, past com­
modore; and Bruce Thom, Scotty Carley, 
Roger Anstey, Wayne Stevenson and Gerry 
Major, directors.
More than 180 people had paid their $75 
initiation fee prior to the meeting day, and 
many more paid at the meeting.
The club’s success story started with a 
meeting in June which the organizing group 
announced by way of posters. They hoped 
for 50 or 60 people and drew more than 200, 
most of whom paid a $5.00 fee to become 
charier members. -
The job of making the new club a reality 
was handled by an executive headed'by Shav/ 
and including Peter Ibbotson, Roger and 
David Anslcy, JiiTi Morris; Lew Burden, 
Wayne Stevenson and Ron Laking.
They have prepared a constitution and
bylaws, ready for registration under the 
Society’s' Act, and they have made
arrangements to rent a clubhouse, the 
former McClure home at Bosun’s Marina.
The club will not have its own mooring 
facilities, but the marina will make available 
some IToat space for visiting yachts, so it will 
be possible to arrange reciprocal visiting 
privileges with other yacht clubs.
Members now have their boats at various 
marinas in the area, but over a period of time 
it is hoped that many will be able to move to 
moor together. There will be some dry 
storage area near the clubhouse.
There will be a program of racing,' 
cruising, and Training with activities for both 
powerboats and sailboats, as well as social 
activities in the clubhouse. Future projec­
tions call for full-scale yacht club program 
including the hosting, of international 
regattas.
The Sidney area already has the Capital 
City Yacht Club and a station of the Royal 
Victoria Yacht Club, but Capital City Yacht 
Club is mainly for powerboats, and the 
activities of the Royal Victoria‘are centred at 
Cadboro Bay.
The Canoe Bay Sailing Club puts on 
sailboat races in the waters off Sidney in the 
fall, winter and spring, but it has no home 
base so members don’t have much op­
portunity to get together except on the
course.
PLEASE NOTE/that in the LIBYAN TRAVEL ASENCY; 
ad of Oct. 7th last, the 7-day cruise from Honolulu 
shouId have read $ FROM U.S. $845.00 & not U.S. 
$1845 as shown. We regret any inconvenience this 
typographical error may have caused.
Ruth heads
a
We Have Moved B D
Please come along to our new shop in the mall, 
where we can serve you better from our new, larger 
store.
WATCH FOR OUR MOVING SPECIALS!
Miimtkl M Stop
BIRDS..AQUARIUMS - SMALL ANIMALS
TROPICAL FISH - PET SUPPLIES
Mon, to Thurs. & Sal. 9:30 - 5:30 
Friday 9:30 .6
656-3314
Ooacoii Plaza, 2337 Doacon Avonito, Sidnoy ^
FENCING LTD,
AH kinds ol lonclng — 
rosidontiiil, commercial, 
l/irm.
"Good Pences Make Good 
Neighbours"
2070 KEATING XRD, 
652’3&22
"■ THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS!
NEW 1982 Mod.
Grew 165 O.B.
with TO W.P. 21' (Has Ply Cudcly with many
Extras, Frou clock spfico,
•15,700.
Mariner El, and 
Galv, trailer. Ready 
to ge - '
$10,732. _
Packngo ’9^950.
More Qrow's and ChrLs Crafts 
coniing this monlh. So i| you're 
looking lor quality al roasonahio 
pricos, drop In any tirno,
CLEAN USED BOATS
In top sliapo:
17' Marc Twain, 140 H.P, 
Morcruisor. Galv, Trailor •6,950.
16' P/W Runahout, 85 H.P. 
More, Trailor, Fish gear, otre
•3,250.
17’ Double Engle, 70 H.P. 
Evinrudo El. Trailer, »7,790.
USED
OUTBOARDS
40 H P, El. Evinrudf) *1,075. 
6 H,P, Johnson •395. 
8 H.P, Chrysler *450. 
7 5 H.P, Mercury El. *675.
LET US WINTERISE, REPAIR, OR 
OVERHAUL YOUR ENGINE. 
Gas or diosol, inboard, 
storndrivo or any niako outboard 
• VERY LOW WINTER RATES!
Datcb Maptne Skop fetd. OPEN FRI. 
EVES M PM
Ruth Gibson heads ’ 
the new executive of 
Sidney’s Xi Gamma 
Alpha Chapter of i
Beta Sigma Phi which ’
was installed in v
September. ;
Margie Drier is vice t
president, Erica ;





secret ary, M arg 
Wallace, treasurer; 
Gwen Clark, ex­
tension officer; Janice 
Varga, city council 
representative, and 
Myrna Green city 
council alternate.
9751 - 4th ST. - JUST OFF BEHCON
AUTHORIZED DEALER AND REPAIR SHOP FOR: 6S6-4412
MARINER OUTBOARDS
Um MAfJlflE $TERffBf!!VE5 AfJO tKCOftWS
AVON INIIATABIE BOATS
MICHIRAN AND ECDERAL PROPS. 
CREW CHRIS CRAFT
• ' J'




Free flu vaccine is 
now available to 
eligible persons 
through family 
doctors or at com­
munity health service 
offices (listed on page 
9 in the phone 
directory’s blue 
pages). Those eligible 
are anyone aged 65 or 
over or persons of any 
























Vaccine can be 
purchased at drug 
stores for those 
ineligible for free 
vaccine. The flu 
vaccine should be 
administered as soon 
as possible as it takes 
a week or two to build 
up immunity, says 
regional health officer 
Dr. A.S. Arneil. Most 
adults require one 
“shot” only, young 
adults and children 
may require two 
“shots” a month 
apart.
Listen to your children
Last February I had the opportunity to 
attend a co-ordinator’s course in Ottawa. 
One of the speakers was another crime 
prevention officer from Orlando, Florida. 
We were speaking about communicating 
with our children and he related some 
facts to me that really struck home.
Some two years ago a survey was 
conducted in the United States. Six 
hundred families kept a journal of 
everything they did, talked about, where 
they went, how long it took them to do it, 
etc.
Each family member kept the journal 
for 60 days. The information was then 
collected, fed into a computer and came 
up with the following results:
•In a 24-hour day the average child 
spends eight hours asleep, six hours in 
school, three hours commuting and two 
hours eating. The remaining five hours a 
day they watch television. That was the 
national average.
By Const. J.N. Hill, crime 
prevention officer, Central 
Saanich police department.
There was a 14-minute block each day 
that showed children and parents actually 
talked to each other, and 12 of those 
minutes were corrective.
Only two minutes a day is spent in 




A wide variety of community decision 
makers from throughout the Capital 
Regional District have been invited to a 
seminar on crime prevention at Stelly’s 
school this Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Titled Community Crime Control — You 
Have a Responsibility, the seminar is 
modelled on one held in Cranbrook .last 
summer for elected officials and police 
boards from all over B.C.
Some of the participants from Greater 
Victoria felt that there would be a value in 
presenting the same sort of thing to a wider 
audience locally. Besides the CRD, the 
ministry of the solicitor general Canada, the 
ministry of the attorney general and the 
Greater Victoria chamber of commerce are 
co-hosts.
On the invitation lists are representatives 
of various service clubs that have shown an 
interest in crime prevention; school trustees 
and superintendents; representatives of 
various volunteer agencies, senior municipal
administrative staff, planners and others.
More than 100 were on the invitation list 
and it is hoped that 70 or 80 will attend.
As CRD Chairman, Mayor Norma Sealey 
will open the proceedings. Subjects to be 
dealt with include Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design; Liquor and 
Drug Problems; Organized Crime; Juvenile 
Crime and Vandalism; Organizing Neigh­
bourhood Action Groups, and The Justice 
System, Success or Failure.
Outspoken former provincial judge Les 
Bewley will be on the panel assessing the 
justice system, as will Bernie Smith, the 
retired Vancouver policeman now president 
of the Social Credit organization, and Sgt. 
Phil Jamieson, president of the B.C. and 
Canadian Associations of Police Officers.
- Sealey will chair the final session on 
Sunday afternoon dealing with “Emerging 
Issues; Whose Responsibility?” and Arne 
Lane, president of the Greater Victoria 
chamber of commerce, will be one of the 
panelists.
Sometimes we as parents tend to forget 
that our children are growing, hungry 
“little people” not just kids. We often 
shuffle our kids off to separate rooms,, 
separate meetings and even watch 
separate movies or television shows.
Children learn from people who pay 
them the most attention. Without positive 
communication and good role models to 
learn from they may have no alternative 
but to turn to criminal activities to draw 
attention.
If your spend four minutes with your 
child today you could double the national 
, average as stated in the survey.
Our future is our children and it’s up to 
us to mold that future.
Ladies!
JUST WHAT YOU 
HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!
ladies
is coming to town.
Ik
Residential, Commercial 
and Institutional Design 
Renovation 
Building Surveys 
Complete Service throughout 
Design and Construction
WATCH FOR THE 
GRAND OPENING of
Ladislav Holovsky, Architect
2552 Bevan Avenue. Sidney. B.C., V8L 1W6 Tel.; 656-1014
R.R. 1. Pender Island. B.C,. VON 2M0 Tel.: 62^366
mw M. mumoM
BARRISTER & SOLICITOR
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 
THE OPENING OF HIS 
LAW OFFICE 
at
210 - 2405 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY, B.C.
(UPPER MALL - TOWN SQUARE) 
RHondajf to Saturday Tef.
CLASSES
FOR EXPECTANT PARENTS
Are held by various agencies including C.R.D. 
Community Health Services. For further information 
contact any C.R.D. Community Health Field Office 
listed on Page 9 of the Blue Pages in the Victoria 
and Area telephone book. /




DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00- 5:30
Prices Effective: 
OCT. 14 - 17th
Hornet of eUF^IER oeavirtQja!
In D«>wntown Sldeiey 
Across from Sidney Hotel
■WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
CANADA GNABE ‘A ’ BEEF LOIN FRESH
TOP BONELESS SIRLOIN
STEAK. . . . $989
T-BONE STEAK $989. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LB. m
PORTERHOUSE STEAK $999. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LB. m








































B.C, GOLDEN DELICIOUSnppi cc
' for H InKiivO...._ _ V'k
AYLMER TOMATO OR VEGETABLE
SOUP.. .. .
NIAGARA
ORANGE ..........tin MM 1
1 n Ml Hurt .......19' SNOW NEW ENGLANDCLAM CHOWDER ...„;...:,99^^ DELNORFROZEN PEAS 1,.......,..:...........
CALIFORNIA ; - 11%^; ’
ORANGES i38'i. . CARNATIONCOFFEE MATE $J99 SHOW CAPHASH BROWNS 2/99'
GREEN PEPPERS .29' HOMEMADE, ALL VARIETIESSOUP STARTER $J19 EASY BAREBREAD DOUGH.. $199 1
FLETCHERS
WIENERS











SOOg.. . . . . . . . . .
48 01.,.,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '





FLEISCHMANNS SUNFLOWER SEED OIL
21b.............
CHEESE WHIZ





OR WHITE UNBLEACHED. 10 kg
HEARTH
FIRE LOGS.....
NORTHERN GOLD ScliMt Lunch Treat
GRAONOLA BARS
Cflt Food shm. ...................................3/ f Si
GLOBE
CLOVERLEAF









BEAVER is offering Brand Name Tools this week at unbelievable prices 
— Hurry — Quantities are limited and they won’t last long!!
LEVERLOCKtm rule
32-516
16’ X 3/4" wide blade. Power return 





Aluminum level has 
3 replaceable vials 
(2 plumb, 1 level) 
















Smooth cam-action power return in 
popular 25’ length. All self-supporting 
up to 7 feet.
25’x1” Wide 














If you need a step ladder, now is the time 
to buy! We have new stock on its way and 
must sell these ladders to make room. 
Prices have been cut for quick sale.
WOOD LADDEi^S
6 only Economy Brand ... ............ 5 ft.
4 only Economy Brand ..... .... . . . . .6 ft.
5 only Rich Brand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ft.
4 only Rich Brand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 ft.















4 only Aluminum .......  .......... ......................... 4 FT. $29.45 ®26^®
2 only Aluminum ........  ........ ......................... 5 FT. $36.55 *29®®
3 only Aluminum ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... OFT. $39.99 *34®®















.Tempered steel / ■ 
{blada with seTr f-i ( 
/ and bevel-tiled 
/teelhdoi;' 





: finishing ■ 








locks in 3 cutting 
positions. Two 








ALL IN STOCK FIXTURES





ea. OSLY »3’ea. ONLY
DiPHEIISiOi
2x4x6’ Common............................... ea. 79*
2x4x10’, 1 +2 Fir ........................ ....... ea. ®2.i®
2x4x12’, 1 + 2Fir ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ea.^2.59
2x4x14’, 1 + 2Fir ................................ .ea.=^2.9S
2x6x6’ Common ............  ................... ea. ^1.25
2x6x8’,1 + 2Fir..., . ....................... .
2x6x10,1 + 2Fir....... ........................ ea.®3.2D
2x6x12’, 1 + 2Fir ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ea. »3.S4
1” BOARDS-S4S
1 x2 Std. S4S.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . per ft. 9*
1x3Std.S4S .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...perft.li*
1x4Std. S4S.... . . .
1x6 Std. S4S...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1x8 Std. S4S..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oakLUHBER
Dressed to 3/4 Thick. Ideal for cabinet work.
erl
. per ft. i2* 
.per ft. IS*
.. per ft. 24*
SALE 
... per ft. @2*
.. .perft. 92*
per ft. ®i,22 
.perft.® ^l.S3
FLUD^ESCEI^T FiXTUHES
4 Ft. Single Tube Fixture.......... ONLY^iS®®
4 Ft. Double Tube Fixture
FIBERGLASS PINK
mSULATiON
It's never lo early to think ol insulating your home or cottage. 
Fiberglas Canada Friction Fit Pink Insuiation wiil do the job tor 
you.
R-20X15” 50 sq. ft.
















. 26''' saw. - ’
Precision 
set and 
Tiled teeth, y- 

























We don't have room to put it all inside and its raining — so the boss says get it sold.
THIS PRICE SHOULD DO IT $®48


















5/16” UNSANDED ‘P’. 
3/8”UNSANDED‘D‘ .^v 
1/4’’ SANDED^ ^ 
3/8” SANDED ‘D’ V .. "
1/2’ ’ Factory Grade SANDED 
5/8” Factory Grade SANDED. 




























Colonial or Mediterranean 
patterns available. -
SUSPENDED CEiLlNG GRID SYSTEM
White metal pre-cut ceiling components make the 
job easier,.Give a linished look to your rec-room or 
laundry room.
2” Cross Tee 
4’ Cross Tee .
. . ea. 69*
.ea.n®®
2’x4’ SonoFlex 
Lay in Panels . ,
8’ Main Beam .






rough Teak in full 1” + ^'A’' Thickness,













Glazed with clear glass and wood bars.
Whoever gets them first!
$13^00
2 ONLY AT ea.
An inoxpensivo way to add the look of real wood at a fraction of the cost with this
PRE-FINISHED PANELLING




Take advantage of this half price sale on our top- 
quality latex paint, It goes on smooth 
quickly. Scrubbable, too 
ours.
dries
White and several col-
GALLON .Reg.$18.99 *9.49
BANG.
Reg. Price SALE PRICE
High Country Saddle.. .8.09 
High Country Sago ... .0.99 
Sunsot Hickory...... .0.99
Timborline Cedar... 
































tte.iuhliil, (wii wood piimiifi Add, 
wprmih and thiiritr.Kif In any fpom. 
Ciwy to insliiii, Appruxim.itoly 2,1 












Your Choice of Two Beautiful Patterns
"Coach House
•Pigalle
Rich grainod solid oak tiles are prclinishod . , . even waxed! The anil- 
que surlace resists marks and scratches because ol its textured sutlaco 
which is Ire.ited with a deep penoirating oil linish , . . steel wooled and 




10 sq. ft. cartons
TBtiyicui
iTOTWlllf* i!]?EMCLa&RU8TPAINT
TltEAliCLAD ® RUST PAINT
•Inhiblls rust nn now or old melal surlaces,
•Nn primer needed on most applications
Reg, SALE
Quart Can............... ........  $10.49 ®7^®
13 oz. Spray....... . . .  ...... $4.99 ®3®®
Listed in this section are many out of season specials or overstocked 
Items which wo would like to cloar —• If you lako Iho timo to road fhls 
section you wlllflnd some real genuine bargalnsll
CLEARANCE CORNED
120 bags KIngslord CHARCOAL BRIQUETS. 
101b. bag. ONLY . . ... . . . . . . . ........... $1.0B
BADMINTON SET. 2 Raquols, Net and Bird, 
ONLYPorsot,,.:.............   1.88
CAMPER STOVE FUEL. 1 Litro, ONLY , $1.75
15 Bundle MAHOGANY WOODSTRIP. Buqdle 
covers 33 sq, ft, ONLY ,.,,,,,. .oa. $^50
PRESSURE STOVE FUEL
nitre ,, . ........... ,$2.69
4 Litre,,...,,,.,...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.99
OOLDEX PAINT & VARNISH REMOVER
1/2Litre ........  $3.25
1 Litre. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     $5.07
4 Litre.,.... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,$19.99
TEAK CLEANER. 64 oz, Kit, Roq. $13,95, 
SALE $0.99
BAPCO MARINE ENAMEL. Quarts, Reg. 
$9,49 SALE,.......... $6,00
PLASTIC BIRD FEEDER
Reg, $6.99 SALE ..... . .$4.49
Reg, $4.99 SALE ...... ..,,.,$2.99
PLASTIC POTS & JIFFY PEAT POTS. All 
Sizes 30% OFF
FLOOR WAX. 750 ml. bottle. Trowax, Gold
Label, Diamond Gloss, ONLY ....... . . . . $3.75
TREWAX WOOD CLEANER. 32 oz. Reg, 
$5,49 SALE..................      .$2.95
MAGIC CLEANERS. Panel Magic, Counter 
Magic, Cabinet Magic, Garage Magic, Reg, 
$3.29 SALE.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.19
EXTENSION CORD, 14 ft,, Brown, 
ONLY $1.50
HARTZ FLEA COLLARS. 2 in 1, Dogs or 
Cats, Reg, 3,69 SALE........ ,,,oa.$2.40
KERIGARD HOUSE PLANT INSECTICIDE 
SPRAY oa,$2,39
3/4 H.P, ELEC. MOTOR. 1725 RPM, 
SALE , $116.00
All Steel FIRE ESCAPE LADDER. Reg. 
$41.95 SALE,,..... . .$20.00
16 Gallons Beaver Brand CEDAR STAIN, 
Semi Trans. ONLY.,,,,.,......... oa.$4.75
Accordlan Style FOLDING OOORS.32”x80” .. 
/ONLY...... . . . . . . . . .   $12.50
TUNG OIL FURNITURE TREATMENT. 500
mL, Reg, $6.50, SALE..... . . . . . . . ,,,,$3.99
23 Pieces REJECT BIFOLD PANELS. ONLY 
oa, ..................   ,$1.00
super PANaONG SPECmi^
TILL SATURDAY ONLY
32” X 96” VALLEY FECAN PANELS
ONLY ^3*88 GG.
OPEN DAILY 






BEACON AND FIFTH ST. SIDNEY PHONE 6564125
A comploto hardware and building supply service
V.
SECOND
SEaiON 'Jhe Sidney Slevlew
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EXHIBITION RACE BUS departs every 







When you’re young you 
never even think about it. 
Getting old, grey, shaky on 
your pins, having poor 
eyesight, being deaf, perhaps? 
Physical decay — that’s for 
everyone else and so far 
distant on the horizon it 
doesn’t even bear thinking 
about.
But for everyone there 
comes a time when the penny 
drops, the message gets 
through. Old age ^— barring 
accidents — is for you, too.
Perhaps the biggest single 
fear for most is the threat of 
being institutionalised, of 
spending one’s last years in a 
hospital bed instead of at 
home among familiar and 
cherished possessions.
Many men and women who 
do live out their old age in 
hospitals and other institutions 
wouldn’t need to if they had a 
minimum of care and help 
during the day. An experiment 
that started here on the 
peninsula two years ago is 
providing the answer to that 
problem of care and keeping 
the elderly in their own homes.
The little house at the 
beginning of the entrance drive 
to Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
could be anybody’s home. 
Partly sheltered by tall trees 
and a pleasant, green garden, 
the cosy-looking old fashioiled
house is now a refuge for 
elderly people, a place they can 
visit daily and enjoy the 
company of others, have a 
good lunch, cups of tea and 
coffee, and warm themselves 
around a cheery fire in the 
winter.
It’s a place where they can 
sit and knit or sew or play 
bingo — or just nod off 
comfortably in a chair.
And the greatest thing about 
this house — known as the 
Day Care Centre for Adults 
and operated by the Mount 
Newton Society for the Elderly
— is that it is keeping 
old,^ medically unfit folk — 
those people who need some 
attention but don’t really need 
to be permanently hospitalised
— out of institutions and in 
their own homes.
Funded by the ministry of 
health, the attractive 
renovated farmhouse takes 15 
or more clients — they’re 
never referred to or thought of 
as patients — each day and 
provides, apart from a cheery 
home-from-home atmosphere, 
recreation, a social life, 
nutritional advice, the services 
of a doctor, dentist and 
podiatrician, and education 
and supervision about 
medication.
Reigning supreme in the 
kitchen is Olive Green, a








Olive Green loves her wo^'k.
bright, comfortable person 
who loves what she’s doing — 
cooking lunch every day for 
clients and later, in the af­
ternoon, accompanying them 
as an attendant in the bus that 
takes them home.
Olive also combines a little 
‘ ‘kitchen’ ’ physiotherapy with 
her job. Some women who 
move slowly and do few 
household tasks at home — 
often because they’re told 
“don’t bother with this, I can 
do it quicker than you’’ — are 
encouraged to do small chores 
to help Olive out.
Sitting at the kitchen table, 
Sasha Belkovski slices a pile of 
beans for; lunch. Now and 
again she looks up and smiles 
as Olive bustles about. One of 
threfe fulltime • staffers, Olive' 
has been with the centre since 
it opened in May, 1979. I
Suddenly, there’s a sound of 
music from the lounge. A man 
sits, plucking away at a guitar, 
while Nell Horth — one of the 
centre’s founding board 
members — dances with an 
elderly man. Sitting in chairs 
around the long, pretty room 
men and women smile ap­
provingly as they watch the 
pair waltz.
Pat Berger-North, a nurse 
and the centre’s co-ordinator, 
and volunteer Anne Johnson, 
move in and out of the room, 
talking first to this person and 
that, making .sure the woman 
in the wheelchair paying her 
first visit to the centre is cared 
for, and feeling at home.
There is a feeling of con­
tinual attention — but no fuss. 
Everyone is being looked after 
but without ostentation.
Les Martin pops in. He’s a 
member of the Royal 
Canadian Legion — an 
organization that busts itself 
to help the centre — and a 
well-known figure about the 
place. Pat tells the story of 
how she used to keep her filing 
system and papers in a corn­
flake box until Les appeared 
on the scene. Soon there Were 
filing cabinets and baskets and 
all kinds of equipment, she 
says. ,
Les is a born volunteer 
worker, the kind of person 
who’s never happy unless he’s 
doing things for other people. 
“This (the centre) is the best 
solution I know to keeping 
people out of hospital,” Les 
:says.- '
‘‘Arid this is home to theni. 
They can relate to this little 
; house, it’s not like stepping 
into a concrete and brick 
institution.”
Les has always been kept 
busy“looking after my own 
vets” but the centre, he 
learned some time ago, needed 
help and he couldn’t resist 
getting into the picture.
And now the legion and its 
ladies auxiliary often foots the 
bill for things the centre needs, 
paying over $500 recently for 
gardening equipment, flowers 
and plants.
As Les explains, “The 
government pays the operating 
costs but it expects the 
community to provide 
equipment and other things.”
By and large it does there 
have been donations from all 
kinds of people and groups 
and many volunteers put in 
time at the centre — but
there’s always something that 
needs doing, a new project to 
plan.
Les has his eye on the lily 
pool in the garden. One day 
he’d like to see goldfi.sh in the 
pool and a fountain spraying 
out water.
And the grounds should be 
made easier for clients to walk 
about outside, so there’s more 
levelling off and concreting 
work to do, he says.
He looks around the lounge 
affectionately. “It’s the centre 
that keeps these people alive. 
I’m against institutions.”
Nell Horth finishes her 
dancing and sits down to talk. 
She’s proud the centre was a 
first on the Island and likely 
led the way for the other four 
which have come into being 
since.
How did it begin? 
Physiotherapist Pat Patterson 
had the dream, Nell explains. 
“She built the castle in the air, 
then it was necessary to put 
foundations under it.”
Founding members of the 
society who got the centre 
going include Nell Horth, 
Gerry Edwards, Kathleen 
Clark, Anne Spicer, Pat 
Patterson, and Jean Butler. 
Soon after Eva Clive, Les 
Martin, George Westwood 
and Evelyn Gottingham joined
Les Martin
the board. More recently, Jean 
Butler retired and Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital ad­
ministrator John Benham took 
her place.
Pat Berger-North says 
she’d like to see future plans 
include beds for people to stay 
for a short while so that 
families can be freed for a 
holiday. And she’d like to see 
the centre run on a seven-day 
week basis to allow freedom at 
the weekend sometimes for 
those who care for the elderly 
■'■people'at' horne.
P©ggf©-;'Rpwqnd::sfGry^
Nell Horth and co-ordinator Pat Berger-North.
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By WENDY LAINCS
On behalf of the 
school I’d like to _ 
thank all the par- ' 
ents who attended ' 
the parent teacher 
night last Tuesday. .
It was a great; sue- 
cess and hopefully ;;’:;; 
the meeting will,*:;
prove a yaliiable communication 
between us all, \ :
“A splashing gbpd time” was the. 
theme for Parkland’s first swirn party of 
the year last Thursday; Thanks go out to 
the student’s council Tor this fun night.
Parkland once again is participating in 
the province-wide sports-draw ticket sales 
and the proceeds will go towards the 
many sports teamsi to the trip to France 
and the Quebec, exchange. A special 
thanks to all those residents who have 
purchased tickets and good luck to all. 
Draw date is Dec. 12, and maybe the new 
year will find you in sunny Fiji with 
$10,000 or. . , Hawaii with $5,000 or . . .
And on the athletic side of our school
Senior Boys Socceilr — The Panthers 
fought through a storm of pounding rain 
and chilly winds to a sunny victory of 5-3 
against Esquimalt Oct. 6. They were then 
defeated for only the; second time this 
season by a strphg .l^t. Doug team 7-1 
Oct. 8. Many thanks to' the fans that 
braved the horrible wither both games.
Junior Boys Soccer — The boys took 
on Belmont Sept. 30 in their first league 
game,|,but lost 6-2. A fine effort was made 
by goalie Grfeg Lewis and full-back Ian 
Cormack. Their Oct. 7 game was can­
celled, due to a power failure.
Senior Boys Volleyball — Oct. 7 the 
team played an excellent match against 
Belmont. They lost the first game 15-4, 
the play dominated by strong spiking of 
the opposition. But the boys pulled it 
together and turned the table with a 
brilliant display of blocking techniques. 
Panthers finished the victors, wining the 
final two games 15-9 and 15-6. Their next 
home game is Oct. 19 against Esquimalt, 
so come out and support the guys.
Junior Boys Volleyball — The junior 
boys first league game Wednesday against 
Stellys was cancelled because of a 
blackout. The team is now busy practicing 
with high spirits for an upcoming game 
against Claremont.
Senior Girls Volleyball — Our girls 
have shown a fine display of excellent 
volleyball skills by stretching their vic­
torious streak to 3 straight wins. They 
defeated Oak Bay 7-15, 15-4 and 15-12 
Oct. 5 with Carol Pendray and Leslie 
Braun as outstanding players.
On Oct. 7 the Panthers spiked 
Reynolds with two consecutive wins and 
15-2 and 15-11. Top-notch serving and 
serve reception was the main factor in the 
convincing win. Heather Blyth and 




The Silver Threads 
Centre at 10030 
Resthaven Drive is 
open 9 a.m. — 4 p.m. 
weekdays, 7 — 9 p.m. 
evenings and 1 — 4 
p.m. Saturdays and 
Sunday.
If you are 60 or 
better Silver Threads 
would like to hear 
from you — just call 
656-5537. Coming 




Montreal Trust has 
embarked on another 
doll-dressing conte.st 
— an annual event 
which has proved to 
be an excellent 
community project 
over a number of 
years, says the 
company’s assistant 
manager, I.Y. 
Williamson. For more 
information contact 
Mrs. Gardner at 100- 
747 Fort Street or 
phone 386-21II.
The Buzz from Stelly’s
Stelly’s started 
last week off with a 
number of our spo­
rts teams beginning 
their season. Lindie 
Van Alstine’s sen­
ior girls volleyball 
team beat Pacific 
Christian School, 
while the senior 
girls grasshockey 
team tied with St. 
Michael’s.
The lone goal for the grasshockey team is 
credited to Kim Dennison, our centre 
forward.
Our senior boys soccer team lost a hard 
fought game to Mt. Doug but they beat 
Reynolds 2-0. Ian Dunn and Richie 
Sampson each scored a goal.
The senior girls basketball team start 
their practices this week. Coach Peter 
Mason is putting the girls through their 
drills at 6:45 a.m.
"Students have decided to sponsor a 
foster child in a foreign country through 
the Foster Parents Plan of Canada. We 
are extremely proud of this as it will be
By SARAH BONNER
done year after year. We will be raising 
funds for the child by planning events 
throughout the year.
"Last Tuesday was a discretionary day 
for students while teachers attended 
workshops here at school. Stress and 
teacher burn-out were two of the topics 
discussed.
“Excitement is building among the 32 
students from,the district who are ad­
venturing to the Mediterranean this 
Christmas. Their first organizational 
meeting was held last Tuesday night.
•The fourth annual Stelly’s Speech 
Competition will be held today (Wed­
nesday), and a number of students from 
each high school in the area are registered. 
Guests are welcome to come and listen to 
the speeches starting at 7 p.m.
•We would like lo welcome back Scott 
Kiltelson, our minister of student ac­
tivities after his long convalescence.
•Our senior girls basketball team is 
hosting a Casino Night Oct. 23 from 7-11 
p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend this 
unforgettable event. The team hopes to 
raise money for its upcoming trip to San 






Make sure you come to Sidney Realty to take out 
Excess Medical Insurance. Your present medicare 
and hospital insurance will pay ONLY A PORTION of 
hospital and medical costs incurred outside Canada 
or Province of Residence.
Here are some of the premiums:
ZIPPERED TBAVEL
With one/two separate;,inner: pouches tb: protect 
your jewellery while travelling
' at; •
RUST^S lEWlSXERS
Premium per , 
person lv:
$5.00 ■ ' 
7.00; 
12.00Y =
Per person if 3 or, 
more family





2348 Beacon Ave. Sidney
656-3928







P.S. DON’T FORGET 
THE FILM FOR YOUR TRIP.
/ 515th & Beacon - Driftwood Centre
656-5561
,v..because we believe' that
IWhofi yosi succeed . > we sycceed
.....................................
; HAPPY STAFF AT ALADDIN TRAVEL
IIA
FOR INSTANT CONFIRMATIONS, Book 
Now with the Only Computerized Travel 
Agent on the Peninsula.
2464 Beacon Ave.
ROYAL BANK Sidney,l B.C.
OF CANADA 656-3947







^aaTts ‘Moseis© off PorEawalSi®*





2420 Deacon Ave. 656-4245 S i iZ
- K,;:;
COLLEEN
This fantastic faro allows you to fly from Vancouver with 
unlimited stops on routings of tho participating airlines. 
EXAMPLE: Combined C.P. Air & Philllpine Airline routes to visit 
Canada* Europe, Asia; tho Oxlent & Hawaii (Australia slightly 
higher). Many other alrllnos offer similar fares giving you a great 
choice of potential destinations.
Maximum stay — 120,days. Book at least 21 days before leaving 
Canada.
PLEASE CAlX US FOR FULL DETAILS 
REGARDMQ THIS TERRIFIC FARE!










Packing for Air TrmI
Wo ilioiilit likt lo iilfor fha following 
llpi on gicklng your liiggagt lor iir 
Irovol.
Koog Iho wolglit In youi coio tvonly 
ffUliIhulKi), Thli will malm yniir lug. 
gag« oaiitr to cany, and will altoholp 
Id lava lha Ufa ol your tiillcaioa.
Whan poailbla, fold gainiaiifi on 
noliiril cmoiai or along body llnai. 
Bulion III iiilrii, jackaia and jlp 
dfaaiBi, ihlrli and oanii, no iiira lo 
pack Bhiili wllh lha collaii up. Thiia 
thioe llpi will holp lo mlniml/a 
wrinklaa In your cloihoi.
Whan packing coimalloi, ha aura 
lo ironalor hqiildi and craami lo 
piniilc ciiiiiainoi'i lor Iravol. Squaaaa 
lOina all mil of tha boillo to allow lor 
chingoa In air praiiiira and cap ilghi, 
ly,
Oa luia lo h«vo all your traval 




AIR CANADA SUN CHAirTERS
s
5
I hese low Air Canada Sun Charter fares make it worth your 
while to plan ahead. At these prices, they're sure 
to go fast, so call your travel agent or Air Canada today.
STYLE
as low as
Bun Chorter 4B Fnro! Pook nt IobbI 45 Unys In 
ndvanco. Minimum atny: 6 doys. Maximum niny: 
M (layii Rill moni wllh ono cliink (wlno oi boor) 
Inoludad. Appilou to Denver, Phoenix, las Vegas, 
jind Honolulu. Sutt Charter Rogiilor Fnroi Pook al 
Ions!!«) days In advance. Minimum stay; first Sunday 
10 urn. Maximum stay 100*1 days. Full meal with ono 
drink (wine or boor) included. Sun Charter FlexI 
Fnrei Potwrjnn 14 and 7 days boforo dtjparluro, a 
Irmlod numbui ol Sun Charier RexI faro seals may 
bo availabirj lor reservation. Chock with your travel 
nciont nr Air Canada, Minimum slay; first Sunday 
rolurn, Maxlrtuirn slay; 100*1 daya, Full meal with 
one drink (wine or boor) Included From Toronto 
nnd MonlrOa to Florida: full meal ond open bar 
hiirv CO Included Child's Fora; Valid tor those aged 
2 to 11 nccompanlod by an adult, Nofoi Farosquolod 
are the lowest avallabla, nnd vary by season. To 
make sure you choose tho most economical appll* 
cabin taro and dale of travel, ask your traval agent 
J.; holiday,
*Ur until Atuil 3(1, UUIJ, miiwiU In oovnrninanl «riprnvni 
OOUnJa"'”" i-*' Vo(i««, I'hnanir, nnrt to, Anqalii,
Fn,if‘'y**'"'"’*!'"!I"'UirmUiirn
ilHV, nl hniiUnq llaljuite o( rmyrn.nl rnnnifaii mil i*,. Him, 4S 
il.iva (iiiur In ildt. nl mnhnnnrl ir.yni • m ,, nay, rinr"' lo 
UnV'Y'ln'*.'*'“''rt"'iln (lr(pMi| i,t,()% nl tl,. lnr,i 
n 1 " 4 n boimicn nl p«vmnm Kuiuinxl nni l«i«
in'iiMT.u'rt.LJ’"''';’’”* "’Ounati ,1 limn nl liooktno •With
nilrnii •fUilinn.l riiargn int Saliirrtny m Snnrlny
L’,1 ' • f"''''! onil i.i,nrli|iiinr, am iin|Mn,:| u, chnnun wilhuul
'■•""‘*"<'1. nharuir imill CH-ir CTOIAI No 'i'aViini)














(RETURN) FROM AS LOW AS
HONOLULU $339 $359 $370 $339
LOS ANGELES $169 $179 $199 $139
BARBADOS $560 $590 $530
FT. LAUDERDALE $350 $370 $345
ORLANDO $395 $415 $335
ST. LUCIA $569 $599 ‘ $539
CANCUN $470 $609 $309
cleaners I
uaiz FUUHIH SI., 
Sidney, R.C.
mi
BOOK THROUGH YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR CALL AIR CANADA





Countryside Preschool is a 
parent-owned co-operative in 
Central Saanich for three and 
four-year-old children and 
currently accepting registration. 
For more information call Mrs. 
Holly Clifford at 652-4650. tf 
Scottish Country Dancing starts 
up in Sidney again this year with 
two local teachers — Bob Vroom 
and Lucy Whitehouse — who 
have passed the preliminary 
examinations of the Royal 
Scottish Dance Society. Anyone 
interested in becoming involved 
in this dancing may call 656-2128 
or 656-6107. tf
Sidney Ladies Barbershop 
Chorus needs ladies voices in all 
ranges. The group meets 
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street. No 
auditions and singers don’t need 
to be able to read music. The 
chorus sings for fun and frien­
dship. Come and listen with no 
obligation or call 656-7828. tf 
Sidney Twirlers and Drum Corps 
lessons Thursdays 5 - 9 p.m. at 
Sidney elementary school. Call 
656-6098. tf
Sidney Preschool is offering a 
quality play program for three 
and four-year-old children. For 
registration call Linda New at 
656-7654 or Marge Friesen at 
656-5133. The preschool is a non­
profit organization. tf
Seniors — new to Sidney? Don’t 
know anyone? The Silyer 
Threads Centre offers classes, 
activities arid a warm welcoiiie. 
prop in to^^l0030 Resthaven or 
call us at 656-5537. ^ tf
Anyone interested in forming a 
lawn bowling association with a 
view towards establishing a green 
and clubhouse in Central 
Saanich? Call Bill Mason at 652- 
1366. tf
Holy Trinity annual parish fall 
sale at the church hall, comer of 
Mills Road and West Saanich 
Road takes place 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Come early for best selection of 
plants, good used clothing, 
books, home baking, collectibles. 
41
A bazaar which includes crafts, 
home baking, nearly new and 
white elephant articles, plus tea 
and door prize ($1.25) will be 
held 1 - 4 p.m. Nov. 17 at J.O. 
Anderson memorial Housing,
7601 East Saanich Road. 45 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Garden Club plans its annual 
meeting and election of officers 
at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 19 at Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall, 4th Street, 
Sidney. On the agenda: a 
demonstration of dehydration of 
fruit and vegetables. 41
Central Saanich seniors meet the 
first and third Thursdays in the 
month at 2 p.m. in the Lions 
Hall, East Saanich Road. A 
planned program is offered. tf 
The Saanich Pioneer Society will 
meet in the Log Cabin, 
Saanichton, at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 19. 
Speaker is Douglas Franklin, 
Heritage Advisory Board. 41 
Focus on Family, a series that 
runs Oct. 23 through Dec. 4, 
starts at 8 p.m. Friday nights in 
St. Andrews church hall 
(Margaret-Vaughan Birch Hall). 
No admission, everyone 
welcome.
Help for the family. Friendship 
Baptist Church, at Stelly’s 
school, 1627 Stelly’s Rd., invites 
you to view the James Dobson 
Focus on the Family film series at 
7:30 p.m. each Wednesday until 
Nov. 11.
Learn and grow with your child. 
Dordova Bay Co-operative Pre- 
ichool is accepting registration 
tor three and four-year-olds. For 
more information catll Brigitte 
Moor£:at 652-4523. tf
Friends of the Library will meet 
at 7:30 p-m- Oct. 16 in the board 
room of Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall, Fourth Street, Sidney;
Bag and truck loads of manure 
for sale 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Oct. 17 
at Saanwobd Farmers Market on 
Island View Road. It’s a 4-H 
manure sale, for more in­
formation call 652-5756 or 656- 
1802.
The Peninsula Minor Hockey 
Association’s dance takes place 
at Sanscha Hall, Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney, starting 8 p.m. through 1 
a.m. Nov. 14. Denny’s Canned 
Music, $10 a group, for more 
information call 652-4766. 45
Yellow Tag items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during October. Store locations 
— 2nd Street, Sidney and 7174 
West Saanich' Road, Brentwood 
Bay. 43







By opening 0 new account such as 
Chequing With Interest, or Special 
Savings . , ,
By taking advantage of our 
competitive interest rates in Term 
De|)osits and RRSP/RI IOSPs . . .
By acquiring a 24-l-lour Teller 
Power card . . ,
You Could Win!
Drop by your branch today 


















Cadboro Bay 477-9595 


















2. G.W.G. ReoiaiS ■
3. Jubilee Building Supplies
Let Mr» Byiidaii 
Help Yoy 
Wftli yanr Byiiding 
Supply ieedslll
Whether you’re thinking of: REPAIRING, REPLACING OR MAIN­
TAINING COMPONENTS OF YOUR HOME, WE HAVE WHAT IT 
TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
Courteous salespeople with the knowledge to 
help you with your project.
Supplying quality merchandise to Victoria and the Penin­
sula for orer SO years.
VISIT THE BUTLER BROTHERS BUILDALL TO­
DAY. THE SUPERMARKET OF BUILDING 
MATERIALS.











Keep suhitner alive — INDOORS
Now that winter is spoiling your beautiful garden, re-decorate Wi 
your home with tropical plants, and silk and dried floral ar­
rangements.
















We’ve got it aii.. . here!
; 2140C KEATING CROSS ROAD
; 652-3251 652-3221














CORNER OF XUTING X RD.
& KIRKPATRICK CRES.
LOWER FLOOR OF STANOARD FURNITURE
y' ‘ ' ,y y , '.'/''y'. r'' ; y’'y
COME IN AND DISCUSS YOUR 
BUILDING SUPPLY NEEDS WITH US
ir Hardware 
ir Lumber 
★ Cabinets ★ Insukiidn
. . ... '.ly.I y.
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(‘2.76 kg) lb?1.25 (‘4.08kg) .lbn.85
Boneless Beef Schneiders Hen!
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Frozen. 10 oz. (203g) Package .................. ................. ..
*l^lblets Corn
Frezon. 10 oz. (283g) Package......................................
‘Mixed Vegetables
Frezon. 10 oz. (203g) Package............. ................... ....
* Leaf Spsnacb
Frozen with Butter Sauce. 10 oz. (2Q3g) Package ..,..
* White Corn
Frozen. 10 oz. (203g) Package • • • ..............................
‘Green Beans
Frozen. Sllcotl with Butter Sauce. 0 oz, (255g) Package
‘Baby Lima Beans
Frozen. 10 oz, (283o) Package..................
..,4iS';”5«W:Spv„
, -' -V ■* 4'''’nV;’'‘
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Duncan Hines
WCake







10 fl. oz. 
(284 ml) tin
is- tor
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B.C. or California Grown 
'Endive *Romaine "Green Leaf 




' f '' ' 4 . '-4 I 'X i
Cucumber


































of 10...... of 24_ _ _ _ ....
Prices Effective Oct. 14 -17,1981 
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store
OPEri SGHGAY 10-5 PM Wi rtierva Ui« riflit to limit iil«t to ntiiil quintitiei. CAN A D A S A F E W A Y i. I MIXED
















2481 Beacon 656-0911 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
CAMPBELL RIVER PROPERTIES NEW 3 
bedroom cedar bungalow. 
$87,500.00. View lots of $32,000.00. 
lo $55,000.00 some financing at 13%. 
Write Frank Erickson R.R. #2 or phone 
112-923-4295. nQ-41
LOG HOME 1 '/j years. Quality 
construction. 5 acres, lake front, 
southern exposure, 1 Va storey, full 
basement. 20 miles North of Williams 
Lake $60,000.00 at 13y4 to March 
1986. A real dream at $140,000.00. 
Phone 112-297-6564.no-41 
WINTER IS COMING! Move south to 
tho beautiful Fraser Valley. Hazelnut 
Grove for Adults. 2 bedrooms, prices 








: /: ■ $1,000 PER WEEK 
; mL SOLD 
Three bedroom family 
home on quiet street in 
Sidney. Thermal windows, 
electric heat, freshly 
painted. Owner willing to 
arrange $69,000 mortgage 
at 14.75% for qualified 







Available in beep^ jC^ 
^ye. i Half acre on new Cul- 
fle-sae^with underground 
ser-'Ices. Priced from 
g$65,^: to $85;000. Owner 
willing to assist in finan- 
l^veing;-::;






Daily 1-5 p.m. 
Weekends included 
2 bedrooms, 980 sq. ft. 
Fireplace, washer, dryer, 









Member - Victoria M.L.S.
656-1154
SST. MEISITOli ESTATES 
RENTAL TbWNHOaSES
7751 East Saanich Rd., cnr. 
Mt. Newton;^^^ iRd. Deluxe 
; townhbuses ;with; fireplaces,
^ five appliances. Special 
features upon completion in- 
; elude swimming pool and ten­
nis court. Children welcome. 3 
bedroom, $714-$798. No pets 
allowed. To view contact resi­
dent manager, 652-5633.
(4052-40)
FURNISHED HOUSE suitable lor 
moture couplo, (pralrlo people 
preferred) available Nov. 1 to April 
IS. Must have references. $350 p.m. 
plus utilities. 656-3748. 41
HOTEL SIDNEY has eleven furnished 
kitchenette rooms, including heat, 
light and local phone. $600 per 
month. Phono 656-1131, 2537 Beacon 
Ave. (wolerfront). - RTS 49 
WATERFRONT HOME on 2 ocros, Pot 
Boy. 2 bodrooms, flroploco, carport, 
Avolloblo Decombor 1st, references. 
656-2079; 112-228-6041; (Vonc.)
'■ ' ' ' ' ' : ^4102-41
NOVEMBER I ■ March 31. Loose 
furnished homo near Sidney. Fan­
tastic views, seniors only. No pots, 
no children. Terms negotiable. 656- 
4046. ' 4097-41
' WEST SAANICH ROAD, Well treed. 
Improved building lot, 2.3 acres, 
Possible wotorvlow. Coll (206) 842- 
0027. RT547)
EXCELLENT NICELY TREED view lot In 
now Ocean View ostoles subdivision 
In Motchosln, Priced lo soil, 652-3038, 
4060.40
PERSON TO DO GENERAL 
bookkeeping and secretarial work. 
Port time, could develop into full 
time. Only persons with exporionce 
need apply. Applicants should hove o 
desire to work with computer, for 
interview appointment, coll Ensign 
Yochls, 656-7744.4096-41 
MATURE CARING PERSON to come to 
my home 1 day per week, 9:30 o.m. - 
3:30 p.m. to core for two children, 
oges 3 years, and 16 months. 652- 
0734, 4108-41
THE ARROWSMITH STAR o Vancouver 
Island Weekly has room for on ex­
perienced reporter. Cor and Comoro 
necessary. No weekend work. Send 
resume Box 1300, Porksville, B.C. 
VOR2SO or phone 112-248-3202. na- 
41________________________________
PHOTOGRAPHY! Gain experience 
doing team photos. Wo will train you. 
Must hove 35MM reflex camera, flash 
and cor. One hour mornings ond 
afternoons, two hours evenings for 
two weeks. Local assignment. Write 
Bestway Photo, 1699 Sherridon, 
Coquitlam, B.C. V3K 1X2 na-41
LOOKING FOR A JOB but no ex- 
perience? Training available for 
sculptured fingernail extension. 
Certified training. Tuition tax 
deductible. Materials provided for 
setting up your own business. Beauty 
Noils of California. Phone: days 463- 
5025, evenings 112-462-7774. na-41
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-tf
Part Time Coordinator 
Volunteer Services 
Saanich Peninsula
The Peninsula Community Association re­
quires a coordinator of volunteers, 3 days a 
v^eek, Monday. Wednesday, Friday. Ex­
perience desirable in volunteering and recruit­
ment ol volunteers: communication with local 
media; and program development and 
managemen tr.owledge of fund raising and 
public relations an asset.
Must have own transportation and preferably 
a resident ol the Peninsula.
Salary: $8 per hr.
Applications should be directed to;Personnel 
Chairman,
Peninsula Community Assoc. : .
, 9788 Second St:
T Sindey; B.C. V8L 3Y8 ; , . '
Resumes listing current relerences must be *’’ 
received by Friday. .Ot:tober 16lh. al 4:30 
p.m. _■











Low price factory salvage gloss. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. $1.23; 
3/16 $1.50; '/a" plate. $1,75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. $1.00; 3/16 $2.00. Works 
at 9750 • 4th St. Sidney. Open Mon. • 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Soturdoy 8 a.m. - 
: 12 noon. Closed Wednesday. 656-
6656. If
1 MIU FIREWOOD for Sole. 16" length.
' Full 3 cord load, $200/load, delivered 
Sidney area, book early limited 
suppl-y. 537-5714; 537-9525, 9 - 5 p.m. 
3857-43
ColuiBbia 23
Beautiful sloop, excellent 
shape, super clean, sleeps 
4. 3 sails, Johnson out­
board, VHP radio, built-in 
cabin heater, head with 
holding tank and electric 
pump. Pulpit, lifelines, an­
chor package, cabin lights, 
navigation lights, lighted 
compass, extra’s. Great for 







Let us winterise, repair, 
or overhaul your engine. 
— Gas or Diesel, In­




9751 - 4th STREET
656-4412
■ ; /Trailers, :;V 
Campers ^ HVs
22 FT. SUPERIOR MOTOR HOME, 
1972. 42,000 miles, air condition, roof 
and front. Sleeps 6. 4,000 watt 







1979 FORD FAIRMONT Station 
Wagon. Like new, low mileage. Must 
sell. 656-3413, ask lor Harold. RTS 47 
72 MERCURY COMET, 2 door71>
cylinder automatic. Radio, $2,375. 
656-6119. 4015-47
1974 MAZDA WAGON, good con- 
dition. Rebuilt engine (piston), many 
new parts, new snow tiros with 
wheels, $2,000. Offers. 656-6038.RTS- 
, 47^.
1978 HONDA ACCORD HATCHBACK. 
Silver, with black Interior. Spotless 
condition, well maintained, lady 
driven, one owner, $5,295. 656-1596. 
4080-48 
'68 DODGE POLARA, runs welk Some 
rust, must sell. Offers 656-0031, RTS- 
4_8________________________ _
1981 BLUE HONDA Civic Hatchback, 
In perfect condition, only 11,000 km. 
656-1802, otter 7 p.m.4107-41 
ANTIQUE 1935 Ford 4-door Sedan 
restored. A-l condition. Oilers. Also, 
2 fool Shoe Repair neon sign. Phone 
656-SnSor6S6-7SSS. 41
2 PIECE SECTIONAL chesterfield, by 
Steelflex, Beige colour, good'con- 
dition. 652-2792, RTS-47
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS I 
Guaranteed lowest prices. Walker 
Door Ltd. Vancouver 112-266-1101, 
North Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-7030, Kamloops 112- 
374-3566. Nanaimo 112-758-7375. tl
HORSE PICTURE, 29"x23" $10; green 
, shag rug 6'x9' $25; girl's winter coat 
with hood, like new grey/blue trim 
size 10.. $40; good tops and ponts 
cheap, 10-12. 656-3291. 47RTS
LIKE NEW light green quality nylon 
carpet 9x12, fringed on ends with 
matching piece 3x6. Both with un- 
derloy, $150,652-3038.4061-48
A FEW WOODEN doors left from 
renovation job. good sturdy mono 
type. Some $4; some less. Also odd 
sizes old wooden frame windows. 
658-8810otter6p.m. 4J
4-H MANURE SALE. Bags and 
truckloads, Oct. 17 from 10 a.m. - 2 
p.m. Saanwood Farmers Market. 652- 
5756 or 656-1802. 41
PING PONG TABLE, like new. Tilt-up, 
and on wheels for easy manoeuvre, 
good Christmas gift. $60. 658-8810 
aller5 p.m.
SPEED QUEEN washer ond dryer, 
good codntion, $450. 656-3051. RTS-49 
2 SNOW TIRES on wheels from Datsun 
710. Size 165 SR13. 656-1382 , 42
4 PCE. WESTINGHOUSE component 
stereo system, includes 2 speakers, 
turnlalbe, AM/FM radio, mint 
condition. $125 firm. 656-6228. RTS 49
26 AMERICAN-EUROPEAN BLEND 
MEDICINAL TEAS. Over 400 herbs, 
vitamins, minerals. Aloe Vera 
Products. 3-way Herbs, Box 2017, 
Grand Forks, B.C. Free Information, 
na-4 1
MACRAME SUPPLIES: Free cotologue 
- Macrame Supplies and Books For all 
your needs. Write: Macrame Hut,
; 2393, Ness .Avenue,;/Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, R3J 'MAS,-na-41 
‘ ALL GRADES CEDAR SHAKES AND
SHINGLES. Lowest price in B.C: Can 
deliver phone 112-26S-3357. no-41
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING MADE EASY, 
toys - games, - puzzles by mail. Send/ 
for our free catalogue. GAMES 
PEOPLE PLAY, 111,: East 14lh Street, 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7L 2N4. na-42 
The MENNONITE TREASURY OF 
RECIPES —234 pages, spiral bound 
$10.00 postpaid. CARILLON CEN- 
TENIAL COOKBOOK - soft cover, 
$2.50 postpoid, CARILLON FESTIVE 
FOODS COOKBOOK — soft cover, 
$2.50 postpaid. DERKSEN PRINTERS, 
STEINBACH, MANITOBA, ROA 2AO. 
na-41
SINGER SEWING MACHINE like now. 
Completely overhauled, automallc 
needle threader, automatic but- 
tonholdor. Comploto sot ol fashion 
discs, twin noodle, many other 
extras, $125 firm, 656-7672, 48 RTS
ANTIQUE OAK dining room table, 
with 6 chairs; 2 offico chairs; portable 
GE top looding dishwasher; Moffat 
gold range; china cabinet; cross 
country skis and bools; 1973 Gran 
Torino stotlon wagon, 652-0755. 4090- 
4 8
BASTION THEATRE Committee, 
Saturday, Oct. 17 9 a.m. Mini auction 
10 a.m. Cedar Hill Community 
Centre, 3220 Cedar Hill Road. 
Oonolions wanted. Joyce Robertson, 
595-7177. 41
WANT TO INCORPORATE? One week 
service (or less) from $100.00 plus 




9773 - 5th St, Sidney 
656-5541









Macintosh, Spartan Apples, 
hot house tomatoes, house 
plants, wallflowers and forget- 
me-nots for fall planting. Open 
daily 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
304 Walton Place, 
off Oldfield Rd. 
658-5888
FEMALE SIAMESE dark Sealpoint 
answers to "Coffee Bean”. Missing 
from Old West-verlIng-Bryn Rd. area 
since Thursday September 10th. 
Reward. If seen call 652-1353 or 652- 
1566. tf
TOMATOES, green or ripe, 50c per lb. 
Discount for senior citizens. 2095 
McTovish road. -4092-41
EARLY Bim 
NEW ZEALAND RDG SALE
Top quality English made, waterprool rugs, 
fully lined. Leg straps and surcingles. All 
sizes regular $149.95. Horse sizes now
$129.95.- Super special on pony and yearling 
sizes. $100.00 while quantities last' SHANKS 
SADDLERY, 384-5011. (4003*39)
FUND RAISING? Is your club or group 
looking for unique ond exclusive 
woys to raise money? Write to Fred 
Jost, 228 B, 3631 #3 Road, Richmond, 
B.C. V6X 2B9 for free information, na- 
41
FOR SALE BY OWNER 85 s^t
Restaurant. Fully licensed. Gross 
approximately $350,000.00. good 
terms. Phone 112-395-3227. na-42
MEAT CUTTING/BUTCHER SHOP 
Independent — one or two man self 
conlained operation — located in a 
very popular hunting area. Vendor 
will provide excellent financial 
assistance to qualified purchaser, full 
details available. Phone 112-394- 
4385. nQ-41
PROSPEROUS DELICATESSEN 
LOCATED IN Fraser Lake. B.C. 
$20,000.00 including inventory. Wilt 
consider offers. Phone 112-699-8777, 
112-690-7558 or 112-699-8613. na-41
CUSTOM FEEDING. Quality service at 
competitive rates. Added advantage 
of being near to markets. , Haney 
Forms, Picture Butte, Alberta. Phone 
.(403)730-4410.or (403)738-4344: 42,^
ATTENTION HUNTERS! ,Registered 
German 'Wirehdired .Pointer Puppies 
•^f-O^ sale.' *Ten f week old . moles, 
females i^ow available, all shots 
taken care of will deliver. Phone 112- 
228-0118.na-41
THOMPSON VALLEY HEREFORD 
BREEDERS 12lh Annual Breed 
Improver Sale. Saturday October 31 
KXA KAMLOOPS. 73 select purebred . 
herefords, horned and polled, bulls 
and hellers. Show 9 a.m. Sale 1 p.m. 
For information 112-835-4605 or 112- 
374-3869. na-A}
WORKING MOTHER of 2 young school 
oged children would like to make a 
loving home with a strong caring man 
_she con resfject on a ..farm .pr^ronch. 
Please send replies to P.o. Box 7045, 
Stn. ”D", yictorio, V9B 4Z2. 4Q4^~41
COftWlUNITY COUNSEUING CENTRE; 
(formerly Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association). Services for 
the family, individual; marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 9013- 
Fifth Street, Sidney; tf
PRESBYTERIAN? Would you like to 
have a Presbyterian service in Sidney 
on o regular basis? Phone 656-2895; 
656-1570 or 656-2416. 4105-41.
PENINSULA MINOR HOCKEY ASSOC, 
is having a donee Saturday 
November 14 ot Saancha Hall, 0 p.m.
'1 p.m. Denny's Canned Music. $10 a 
group. Infd. 652-4766. 40
VICTORIA HANDWEAVERS annual 
exhibition and solo, St. Luke's Parish 
Hall, 3821 Cedar Hilt Cross Rd, 
Victorlo, November 13 & 14, 10 o.m. 
to 5 p.m. Free admission. 41
MAGGIE £ PIERRE, that smash hit 
play has been held over until October 
24th at The Belfrey Theatre. Tickets 
and reservestions, 385-6615. 42
1ST ANNUAL CHraSTMAS Craft Fair, 
Nov. 5, 6, 7, & 8. Crystal Garden, 713 
Dougios St. Vlctorio. Over 70 croft 
people showing and selling han­
dicrafts. Live musical entertainment, 
free admission. Tea 2-5 p.m. Hours 
Thursday - Friday, 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday TO a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Info. 658-8825 or 658-8333. 43
"FOCUS ON FAMILY" film series, 
starting October 23rd thru Dec. 4. 
Eoch Friday at 8 p.m. St. Andrews 
Church Hall (Murgaret Vaughn Birch 
Hall). Film No. 1. No admission, 
everyone welcome. 42
PENINSULA SINGLES Club Dance, 
McMorran's, 5110 Cordova Bay Rd. 
Friday, Oct. 16. 9 -1 a.m.
Tickets Hillside Malt, Harbour 
Square. Info, and reservations, 479- 
7195. No tickets at door. 41
HOLY^RIN|7y Annual , Parish Fall
Sole. Church Hall, comer Mills X Rd. 
and West Saanich. Saturday, Oct. 17,
10 o.m. - 2 p.m. Come early, good 
used clothing, plants, books, 
homebaking, collectibles. 42
slDNET^wTASaOC. and Peninsula
Recreation are showing "Our Man in 
Havana" starrir^g Aloe Guinness and 
Noel Coward, Friday. Oct. 16 8 p.m. 
in Sidney School. $3.00 drop in fee, or 
$18 membership good for 9 films. 41
J.O. ANDERSON Memorial Housing, 
7601 East Saanich Road, bazaar, 
October 17, 1 p.m. • 4 p.m. Crafts, 
boking. nearly new and white 
elephants. Tea and door prize, od- 
mission $1.25. 41
HARVEST BAZAAR, Octobor 24/ St. 
Elizabeth's Church, 3rd. St. from 10 
a.m. - 4 p.m. Books, Plants, 2nd Time 
Around Clothes, hob^ crafts,-classy , 
junquo, etc. Rqtf^e^: "Pansy" quilt, 
"Scollop" pottern afghan. Tearoom, 
Lucky 7. 42
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17. 10 - 4 p.m. 
at 2322 MQlaviow. Books, toys, man's 
5 speed, wor gomes, bouncing horse, 
silver plate, plastic models, 
magazines ond household Items. 
‘1110-4 1
EXCELLENT COMPUTER AND PER. 
SONAL DATING SERVICE in yodr 
area. Romantic yet realistic way to 
moot compatible friend and partner. 
Request free Information from our 
main office: Humon Contoct, B4, 818- 
16lh Avenue, N.W. Calgary, T2M 
OKI. na-43
Suddenly on October 5,1981, Mr. Kon 
Soles. Lote residence 728 Bradley 
Dyne Rd., Sidney, B.C. Ho leaves his 
loving wife "Ted” at home. Daughter, 
Mrs. Dennis Brody (Sandro) Van­
couver, B.C. Son, Richard and his 
wife Wendy, Victoria, B.C, Two 
grandsons, two sisters, Elizabeth 
Thompson, Quesnoll B.C. Groce 
ModiII; V Central Saanich, B.C. and 
sister-ln-law Midge Clements, 
Victoria, B,C, Aunt Grace Brett, 
Voncouver, B.C. No service by 
request of family. Flowers grotofully 
declined. Donations to The B.C, Heort 
Foundation, 1008 Blonshard St., 
Victoria, B.C. VBW 2H5. Cremation. 






; ’ Ol’EriJ TOVIEW
: A FIVE ACRE
: NORTH SAANICH 
FARM
SAT., OCT, 17 
; 2.4F.M.
; 1346 Munrn Rond
; (off Wilson, orr MIIIm]
;Tliis oltructlve two level 
‘home of about 3000 sq, ft. 
is .situated on o lovely 
country road yet Is located 
clo.se to Sidney Race Track, 
r'ciflcs, Airport, Beach, 
This property which is 
beautifully treed about the 
house lias extensive fencing, 
a stream, 2 barns, sheep 
shed, 'A mile track, 
Financing '.nvuilabie “ nt 
below current rntc-s. 




AMOmOUS COUPLE wllh 3 year old 
and well trolnod dog need smoll 
house or suite Immedlololy, Will care 
lot and molntoln. Rural O.K, 
Wnferencas, $400, 479-4222, 4091-41
QUnrrT clean Uoodlly emp“o7«d
older genllnman/hondyrnan ond ovld 
spoil fisherman requires reasonably 
“priced Aparlmenl, sullo nr coMoge, 
ttrenlwood area, November 1, Can 
supply BxcollonI reloiencei, H2-642. 
4979 colled, 4046-41
URGENT. Quiel, non-smoking moture 
' working woman requires small 
collage, bachelor or 1 hedrrxirn 
nportmont. Coll Review 0(llce, M6- 
IlSl.andleawomessogo. 41
FULL TIM* employed couplo, 1-2
bedroom house or collage In quiet 
oreo. llooioiKible r«nl In oxclitinge 
lor up keep. Would like lo lease. 6S6- 
1356, 3906 41
Paper Carriers, 12 years and 
up required for Sidney routes. 
Suit youngsters after school, 
housewives or retireci 
residents. Good exorciso and 
money in your pocket!
Call Tho Review, 65B-1151 
nowl
RqyBpmeint
FOR HIRE 644 John Deere Loader. 
Owner oporolor (ully experienced In 
loading iogs. Will work onywhero, 
Phnne112.B3B-7560, na-41
1975 MAC DM400 TA V6H.M. 
ovorlwulod 13 SPD new 4200 Gallon 
' lank, spreodor bars, 3 Inch Dawle 
pump 2 way PTO excellent condition 
$36,950.00, Phone Cache Creek 112- 
457-9913 evenings. no-41
niar'’new onT~man p'oittabTi
SAWMILL, VW power cuts logs lo 6 
loot diameter. Pick up, will tow, only 
$9,950,00, Phono 112-459-7756 na-41
Mobllti Homiis
HARBIL HOLDINGS LTD. Mobile 
hrtmet lotaied in parks on polls, 
listings and Soles. We welrnir'ie nil 
enquitlei, listings wanted. Wheel 
(stole, Phono t'ulleci. lower 
Mnlnlniul Division, 13647.100lh 
Aveniiw, Sinmy, ft C, V31 1H9 112- 
585 36'22i“ Komlnrips Dlwlsinn, 90-180 
Seymour fiiieei, Komloops, B,C. V2C 
21.2 112-JI7? 5711, lire wheel I sinie 
NA'ti
HRANt-i lUW 14 X 4ill(U4U squuio leel) 
2 hedrooWi, Must be moved, $29,500, 
Phone 112-St)lt-IIH1H,1D,S'J46) na4l
nUDCIAQF:, aAnnAQB hauled, Unao- 
m«nl ttnti cIobii-up |obs, Pltona es^-ilOSS, 
 37-11
OARDBN TeRVICB, Pruning, Bruno
Van Schuckmann, 656-9104. tl
MOTHER WITH TRAINING arid ex-
IMirlBnco In daycarii welcomes pre­
school ogo children Into her home 













INSTEAD OF FLOWERS, hove a clown 
dallver a colorful bouquet of helium 
balloons lor any occosslon. Trudy's 
Bolloon Bouquet. 652-9065, 3963-43
SPINNER IN OAK lr’oodi~sewl’ng
machine eoblnol, $175; Loclorc 
tapestry loom, $25; Niddy Noddy 
$7.50; hand carders $10; Insulollon, 
R20, 10 pkgs. $75. (>56-3191. 4100-
RTS4B____ _
LADY'S FIGURE skoles size 8. While, 
excellent condlllon $1S; hiking bools, 
VIbram, Hallon leolher, seldorn used 
slze9. $45. 65(j-739n: 4095-41
MAN'S “waoCAr' sFspeod bicycle,
Neodsrepolr. $50, 656 7710, 4101-41 
2 VALENCE BOARDS andlu'rloln rods,
$35; 3 pictures In Irames, Canadian 
scenes, $5 ea. largo doghouse $25; 
Pachenka game $45; free standing 
butcher block $350, 656-6695, RTS 47
CHROME KITCHEN set gray arbailm 
table fop, exlenslun loaf and 4 
choirs, $45; brown bed cheilerlleld,
' 83;;4109- 41
if”you enjoy gardening, tTo”Tl
year round, using an aluminum and 
glaif greenhouse I Write lor free 
brochure lot b.C. Oreenhouse 
Oulld«T»i T425 Ifedley Avenue, 
Burnaby, B.C, VSE 2RI. Mall orders 
now ovolinble, na-41
dToNOVAN lOG”~HbMMr LOO
HOMES AND CABINS, Complete 
Design Service, lor brochure write 
Box 777, 100 MU* House, B.C, VOK 






ifjquKi-J In busy loinlly piovtita, 
Williams lake, Coll 119-398 7161 days 






Again available for Sidney 
and surrounding district.
Guud VTOI klHdllbilH) (it
reasonable pricos,
Also oxcolloni crows 
dVifilable for laiger jobs,
680-4133
SIDNEY NEARLY NEW, old and an­
tiques. 97UI-2nd5h Sidney. 656-3511, 
Stan loi sen, 3954-41
uilNI-ERASa Tavei corpeHTl
Ouarnninei removal (dog, cut, 
human) urine slolni, oduuri, (rom 
cnrpels. Free brochiirel Dept. A, 
Relriell Chemicals ltd.. Box 7500, 
London, Ontario, NSY 4X0. na-4|
DRV SKIN?
Ate you aware that cocoa but- 
tor, the active ingrodlonl in 
COCHEMA prupaiatiuiib iiati 
boon used for many years as a 
special skin food for women? 
COCREMA products are 
spocirTlly recommended (or dry 
skin problems as a molsturUor 
and conditioner. COCREMA 
products are available at 
Sidney Fiiaiinacy.
CERAMIC DECORATING classes
storting Oc tober 12/1.1. Full quallllad 
leothif, small class' slic, Si/ppllei 
ovalloble, 656-dllflfl,
Carpentry




.1 floom gmupi, hacheior nuiie*, itKiivWuai











YOUR VOTE WILL HELP AVOID CONTINUING WATER SHOR­
TAGES IN DEEP COVE AND OTHER AREAS.
ALL VOTERS IN "
NORTH SAANICH 
ARE ELIGIBLE TO VOTE 
IN THIS IMPORTANT REFERENDUM - 
NOT JUST
' DEEP COVE RESiDEHTS
Sponsored by (bo Concornori Citizens ot North .'saanich




MEETING OF THE Friends of the 
Library, Friday, October 16 at 7:30 
p,m. In the board room, Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall, 4th Avo. Sidney.
41 ________ ________________ ___
WOMEN'S CANADIAN CLUB. Oct. 14 
at 2 p.m. Newcombe Auditorium, 
Provincial Museum. Speaker: Mrs. 
Erma Morrison. 41
airspace, REPRESENTING ThTe
RIGHTS OF NONISMOKERS WILL 
hold; a public meeting, Wed­
nesday Oct. 114, 7:30 p.m. library, 
James Bay Community Centre. . 
Everyone invited. Info. 386-0530; 385- 
6661 41
PEGGY ARBER, B.S.A. is becoming 
known for her expressive woodcuts. 
Her show opens at Tho Maples 
Gallery, 1461 Benvenuto, Brentwood 
Bay Sunday, October 18 at 1 p.m. thru 
to November 2. Hours Wed. - Sot. 10- 
5:30: Sunday, 11 - 5:30. 41
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH
Garden Club will hold its annual 
meeting and election of officers, 
October 19, 7:30 p.m. Margaret 
Vaughn-Burch Hall. Demonstrotlon 
on dehydration of fruit and 
vegetables. 4t
RECREATIONAL BASKETBALL. Open 
to odult men & women. 1 night per 
week. Further info. Cliff Button, 656- 
1439 or Gary Soaring 479-4875. Small 
cost to cover gym rentol. 42
MAJOR UNRESERVED PUBLIC 
AUCTION behalf of Mardon Con­
struction Ltd. and Don Sherk Con­
struction Ltd. October 20. Hillsdale, 
Ontario. Construt^tion truck support 
equipment. Information (705) 835- 
2531 or (705) 737-0879.
$ "I
PROTECTION ACT” 
R.S.C. 1970, Chapter N-19
I, Jonathan L. Oidroyd, Barrister & Solicitor 
ol Ganges, B.C. hereby give notice that 
Magic Lake Property Owners' Society has, 
under Section 8 ol the said Act, deposited 
with the Minister of Transport, at Ottawa, 
and in Ihe ollice ol the District Registrar ot 
the Land Registry District ol Victoria. 
British Columbia at Vicioria, British Colum­
bia a description of the site and plans ol ex­
isting wharf, float and piles; and proposed 
floats, floating breakwater with still legs, 
fill and breakwater to be built and laid over 
Thieves Bay at Pender island, British Col­
umbia in front ol Ihe Remaitider of Lot 59, 
Section 9, Pender Island, Cowichan 
District, Plan 20417.
And take notice that alter the expiration ol 
one month from Ihe dale ol the publication 
ol this notice Magic Lake Properly Owners' 
Society will under Section 8 ol the said Act 
apply to the Minister ol Transport, lor ap­
proval of the said site and plans.
Written comments should be directed to: 
Director. Aides & Waterways Branch. Cana­
dian Coast guard. Department of Transport, 
Ottawa. Ontario. K1A 0N7.





















You can place your classified ad in 74 newspapers throughout B.C. 
and the Yukon. Circulation 350,000
lilanlcet


















Then you donH subscribe to
THE REVSEW
If you did, you would know all the 
exciting things huppeniiig tonight. 
Keep iip-to-dntc with the finest 





HAVE YOU SEEN 
OUR “COFFEE BEAN"?
Missinq from Old \Nbs\ ■ Vriillnq - Bryn Rff 5lnco 
Thurs,, Sept, lim, Largo, dark, spayed female Seal- 
point Slarnosti, Needs medication, If soon please Call:
652-1353 or 652-1556
AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows - Roors - Carpets 







































for your drain tile needs. 

























"From Estimate to 
Installation- 
Three Weeks!”




For your electrical construction, addi­





Ooix'rmiicril reriilletl trilinf- 
rfnii iiiltli :ifi I’vpcricnrc 









Rewiring, fllectrir; healing re- 
pain, appliance ecJnnccUons.




liKliistriitl • lU'sklftitiiil 
CuriiiiK'rciiil Wirinp 















lU'suU-nlial. CoiunuMcial and 
(loll (ahm'so Ounsiruclion.









2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.





DIESEL 4lNU HAS 
CfmipU4e In.^ollaliniLs
Ki'ljuildiiig exhaust sysfonis. Koi- pU*- 













Factory Authorized Servl-Centre 
EVINRUDE a JOHNSON OUTBOARDS 
MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNDHIVES 
Also Service for
HONDA a SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
Mon.-Sal.:
8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Trucking, ^cayating and 
Backhoe \vork.
556 Downey Road 













The Sitka Mast 
i Spar So:






Rolovating, lovelling, Inndscapo | 
preparation, Fronl end Inader,
656-6573
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK FILLING • LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FlUTEn BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINE.S




I'Viice Pests, Digging, 50 





Moss Removal & 


























•Lawns, seed or sod 
•Cernonl work 
•Fanninfi

















New Construction, Renovalions, 
Repair Work
9883 ■ 7th Street
Licensed Plumbers




Service Residential - 
Commercial
"Bi\> or small 
we xoill do them all."
9810 Fourth St. 
Sidney
Don’t be disappointed!... 















When did you last look al your 
valuable family and holiday turns? Why 
nol give them new life? They cannot 
be replaced buf they can be profes­
sionally cleaned, edifed. hot spliced 
and made lo look as new. Write lor lull 
details. Iree consultation and 
estimate.
UNIT-ONE PRODUCTIONS






Specializing in new home 
















Ouallty Work - Fra* Eillmatea
Finishing Carpentry, Renovalions, 




Marine. ALuto a Safety Glasa 









® 22 years plumbing 
experience in B.G.
• Special rates for 
pensioners 
, ® New honies 
© Marine: installation;
9 CbmrnerciaT ^ 
©Alterations ^;



















■ :MODELS: :.v ■ . '
FRIDGES :& FREEZERS
65^.3226;::;
9812 - 4«h St., Sidney
If.vii'..' .
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 






For nil your roofing nced.s. 
Shnkes, Shingles, Tar 



















10114 McDonald Park Rd.
Makers of fine 




Call our cl,'tssiliod doparlment to Bond your ad to oil 74 papora in Iho







NEED EXTRA MONEY 
FOR XMAS?
Paper carriors required for Sidney routes 
— suit youngsters alter school, 
housovi/ivos, or retireci rosiduiits *»-• good 
oxorciso & money In your pocket,
656-11,51
Page 18
THEREVIEW Wednesday, October 14,1981
North and South Saanich Agricultural Society receive giant 
cheque representing $8,429 from Sidney Rotary Club, a 
portion of proceeds of midway operated by Rotarians at 
Saanich fall fair. Balance of money raised through midway 
will be returned to community through many projects 
sponsored by the club. Above, Mrs. Sylvia Hurt accepts 
cheque for society, left, Rotarian members police chief Bob 




'. Sidney and North
■ Saanich United Way 
‘:anmpaign gets
■ underway in earnest 
^ today as the
■ residential mailer goes 
out to all homes. For 
those who prefer not 
to mail their con­
tribution back to
I United Way there are 
“drop barrels” at 
Silver Threads Centre,
10030 Resthaven, at 
the Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce 
and Beacon plaza 
Shopping Centre.
And it’s United 
Way day at the races 
Thursday at Sandown 
with the seventh race 
to be run at ap­
proximately 3:45 p.m. 
designated for United 
Way prizes.
Sidney-North 
Saanich United Way 
co-ordinator J im 
Watt says the local 
group still needs more 
volunteers.
“Please be 
generous to those less 
fortunate than 
yourself,” appeals 
Watt. Numbers to call 
for volunteer work are 
656-3981 or 656-6977.
One Order and your ad runs till you’ve 
sold your merchandise.
Note:,"
you teli us wSien you Siavo sold your niercliandiso. if you forget 
we will outomatlcaliy cancel your ad after sixty days.
Your cost . . . only^S®®
for up to 20 words
OR AT NO CHARGE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
Payment with Copy Please * *
Ploaso Start my ad In tho .
Note: ploflso write only ono word In each spaco, (Additional words aro lour (4) for Iwonty-llvo conls.)
By HELEN LANG
By HELEN LANG
October can be a busy month in the 
garden, especially if the weather is the least 
bit co-operative. There are thousands of jobs 
to get done before frost, especially if you 
plan to put in spring flowering bulbs. These 
beauties should go into the garden sometime 
after the beginning of this month to give 
them a long season to make roots. We’ll go 
into this in a week or so . . .
Before you can plant anything you will 
have to clean out all your annuals. 1 hate to 
do this, everything looks so bare afterwards, 
but there comes a time when the petunias, 
marigolds, etc. look so forlorn, it seems only 
decent to put them our of their misery.
At the same time, cut back the spent 
blossoms on the perennials. You may want 
to divide them this fall, and if so, then late 
October, and November are the traditional 
months to attend to this. More on dividing 
perennials shortly . . .
As soon as frost threatens, things like 
fuchsias, canna lilies, dahlias and gladiola, 
should be brought into a cool spot where you 
can protect them if it gets really cold. If you 
have a cool basement, or crawl-space, this is 
ideal, or, of course, a greenhouse, but if all 
you can manage is an enclosed garage, mulch 
the bulbs well with peatmoss, and cover 
them with a blanket or crumpled newspaper 
if we get temperatures in the low 20s (minus 
5 degrees), or bring them iriside, and tuck
Harvest 
y bazaar ^
A potpourri of 
heirloom articles will 
be offered for sale at 
the harvest bazaar to 
be held Oct. 24 in the 
new St.! Elizabeth’s 
Church on 3rd Street, 
inSidney^
The Saanich 
Peninsual parish event 
is being convened by 
Mrs. Connie Vander 
Haegen of Deep Cove 
and represents the 
first such event to be 




The central hall 
with its tall peaked 
windows facing east 
and west will be 
opened to the public 
at 10 a.m., and stalls 
of home-baking, 
candy, classy junk, 
second time around 
clothes, a Lucky 7 
game, books, plants, 
and a fish-pond, will 
provide all the old- 
fashioned abundance 
of a church bazaar.
Crafts ranging from 
the traditional knitted 
woolies to bright 
Christmas decorations 
will please early gift- 
shoppers. Offering a 
beauty spot in any 
room arc long-haired 
white yarn cats with 













I conllrnUama Review Subscribei'
ThfRlvl«w 9gai Third Si. B.C.
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NON COMMERCIAL ADVERTISEMENTS ONLY
Somebody
CaresI
Uto* i( you «re new in town 
aniKeelWnilol lost; II you’ve 
liul added a new $on or 
diuthler lo your family; l( 
Ht ha.y finally allied you lo 
hecome his wife; it you or 
iomecine In your (amiiy is 









them under the bed until the temperature 
■Tioderates.
A week or so shouldn’t cause them to 
sprout but for Pete’s sake don’t forget they 
are there!
Fuchsias should have the straggly bran­
ches cut back, when you bring them in, and 
their watering restricted to once a month, or 
less . . , just enough to keep the roots alive, 
but not enough to promote new growth. If 
your fuchsias are as lovely as mine are right 
now and as covered in buds, leave them until 
the leaves start to fall, then bring them in 
and treat them as you did the bulbs, 
mulching, etc.
While you are out in the garden cut back 
any really long branches on your rose 
bushes, to protect the main bush from wind 
damage.
While we are talking about wind, and if 
this is a normal winter, we can expect lots of 
it . . . every time we have a “good blow” 
there should be lots of seaweed within a day 
or so washed up on the shore and just 
waiting for you, laden with garbage bags, to 
come and collect it.
Seaweed is a remarkably good and 
reasonably priced, fertilizer. All it costs you 
is cold hands, cold feet, a red nose, and 
possibly bronchitis, if you have a weak chest. 
This gorgeous stuff may be spread to a depth 
of several inches over as much of your 
garden (both vegetable, and ornamental) as 
you have the strength and patience to cover.
If you don’t live near enough to the ocean 
to get seaweed, then when your vegetable 
garden is all harvested, do put in a crop of 
“winter rye”. We planted it last fall, and 
because of the mild winter it grew like mad. 
Tilled in this spring it gave us the most 
wonderful “green manure”, adding all sorts 
of neat things to the soil, and making the 
ground a pleasure to work.
“Winter rye” seed is available at most 
garden centres, and 5 pounds should be 
enough to cover an area about 12 by 24 feet. 
Once you open the bag, use it all — if the 
sewing seems awfully heavy, don’t worry 
about it, the birds will probably thin it out 
for you. Lightly rake the seed in, and forget 




EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL ■
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING i
I AT THE NEW |
IMARINA COURT on 2nd Street
: TUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 656-
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH
CHAliEU OF
INVITES YOU TO HEAR
IVirs. Colleen Letkeman












SHA^PO^S a OenPITiONEilS 
I m p^i€E
1.1 ON DISCONTINUED LINES
—OFFER OPEN UNTIL OCT. 31/81 —
AT THE




JUST WHAT YOU 
Have BEEN WAITING FO#!
ladies WEAIL,
is coming lo town.
WATCH FOR THE 
GRAND OPENING of 
OUR SECOND STORE at 




The two main reasons for having a facial are' 
either for corrective reasons or maintaining a 
healthy complexion. The Deep Pore Cleanse which 
is the most popular facial consists of a thorough 
cleansing which frees the epidermis of surface 
debris, a warm vaporized steam produces a deep 
antibacterial effect which purifies and hydrates the 
skin. Clogged pores and other impurities are 
removed through extractions, nourishing creams 
are massagee into face and neck areas. Hot towels 
are applied to prepare the skin for a masque, a 
treatment in itself. The application of a freshener 
and day protection are the last two steps in com­
pleting this treatment.
By clipping out Ihli sd and bringing II In with you, a live dollar raductlon li 
tahon oil a "Doop Pra-Cloan«o" or a "Podicuro," Thia apodal ollar appllaa 
lor noxi weok only. So Indulge youraoll todayl I’ll bo ploaaod lo hear Iron)
204-2405 BEACON AVE.




OCTOBER 13th to 17th, t9Sl
"YOUR KITCHEN HELPERS" "
V'' ■' '■■■■■'■
r) . .















Sldxse:^ Kt%GlieR Oest£|i«s IbM
9843 - ind Ave.. Sidney
(MARINA COURT)
Tufls.-Sat. 9:30-5 p.m.
Phone 65U.7T23
